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ABSTRACT
This report considers the reflection of VLF radio waves from the D-
region of the ionosphere. In particular, the calculation of the reflection
coefficient matrix below the ionosphere is described. Full-wave theory is
employed in a FORTRAN IV computer program for use with the IBM 360 computer.
The program is checked by comparing computed reflection coefficients with
those obtained by an analytical method for the case of a vertical geomagnetic
field and an exponential electron density model, and also with full-wave
computations done by other groups for a more general case. The report
concludes with suggestions for the application of the full-wave program to
the computation of VLF reflection coefficients from D-region electron
r
density profiles measured by ground-based and rocket techniques.
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1. THE D REGION OF THE IONOSPHERE
1.1 Introduction
The D region of the ionosphere is the region between 60 and 90 km, coin-
ciding roughly with the mesosphere and lower thermosphere. A daytime profile
showing its place in the entire ionosphere is shown in Figure 1.1. The F region
and the topside of the ionosphere are from the observation of the equatorial
ionosphere of Farley (1966), who used the incoherent backscatter technique to
measure them. The E region portion of the profile was obtained from Nike-Apache
rocket measurements at Wallops Island, Virginia, and is from Monro and Bowhill
(1969). The D region representation, measured in the same way as the E region,
is due to Mechtly and Smith (1968). The entire profile will vary with latitude,
0	 longitude, solar zenith angle, season, the solar cycle, and the instantaneous
level of solar disturbances.
At sunset with the disappearance of the ionizing solar radiation,
the D region electron density drops markedly. At dawn the number of free
electrons at any given height gradually returns to its daytime value. The
exact shape of the profiles is not universally agreed upon, however, as shown
in the comparison made by Deeks (1964). Some show a minimum followed by a
maximum at lower altitude in the daytime profile, while others show a more mono-
tonically decreasing electron density with decreasing altitude, apart from some
slight fine structure. It may be that when the time and place, as well as the
manner of measurement or deduction, are all taken into account and D region
theory is better understood, these profiles will be shown to be generally con-
sistent with one another. The difficulty in understanding the D region stems
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of the ionosphere.
3from its relative inaccessibility to measurements, having an atmospheric con-
centration too low for aircraft and too high for satellites. Thus rockets and
ground-based equipment are the chief tools for studying the D region.
Several types of radiation are thought to be important causes of ionization
in the D region. Solar radiations penetrating below 85 km, given by Nicolet and
Aikin (1960), are X-rays of a < 10 A, Lyman a (a = 1215.7 A) and radiation in
other nearby atmospheric windows, and radiation of a > 1800 A. The X-rays
and ultraviolet radiation (Lyman S and the Lyman continuum) are probably impor-
tant above 85 km during periods of normal solar activity, while an enhanced
X-ray flux may affect all constituents, chiefly 0 2 , N 2 , A and 0 at lower
D region heights during solar flares. NO is one of the few species having a
sufficiently low ionization potential to be ionized by Lyman a. The importance
of the ionization of NO by Lyman a relative to the ionization of other consti-
tuents by other radiations depends upon the quantities of NO assumed to be
present as is shown by Aikin, et al., (1964). In any case, it seems to be
most important in the region around 77 km. Radiations of a > 1800 A require
O
constituents with very low ionization potentials, such as calcium (a < 2028 A)
and sodium (a < 2413 A).
Below the region where ionization of NO is important, galactic and solar
cosmic rays are thought to be the principal causes of ionization, although
their contribution to the number of tree electrons is tempered at these lower
D region altitu<.es by the importance of negative ions due to attachment. The
relative importance of contributions to ionization by protons, a-particles,
and H-nucleii is treated by Velinov (1968).
Recently metastable 0 2 ( 1 A) has been suggested by Hunten and McElroy (196:1)
as a significant source of ionization in the D region. It can be ionized by
P	 t r
i
0
the wavelength band 1027-1118 A, some of which penetrates to the D region
through atmospheric windows. In addition, the reaction of this excited 02
with N may be the most important source of nitric oxide in the D region.
Corpuscular radiation in the form of electrons with energy greater than
40 kev precipitating from the radiation "belts" has also been suggested as an
important ionization source at D region altitudes by Tulinov (1967). Further
discussion of the chemical and meteorological factors affecting D region
free electron concentrations may be found in the record of the Third Aeronomy
Conference held at the University of Illinois ; September 23-26, 1968.
Another relevant factor is the collisions between electrons and neutral
constituents. Electron-electron and electron-ion collisions are not so
important because of the fu.r greater number of neutrals present. The altitude
dependence of collision frequency given by many workers and compiled by Deeks
(1964) is shown for the D region in Figure 1.2. Belrose and Bourne (1966)
conclude that the greatest seasonal change in collision frequency occurs at
high latitudes. They state that no diurnal changes have been detected, but
more measurements are necessary to determine the dependence of collision fre-
quency on the solar cycle and scilar disturbances. The relevance of this para-
meter, along with the electron density, is that it affects radio waves
propagating through the ionosphere.
The major objective of this thesis is to devise a computer program for
use with the IBM 360 digital computer to calculate the theoretical reflection
and conversion coefficients for a VLF radio wave obliquely incident upon the
ionosphere. The theory for the ionospheric -model and for the model of the
wave-ic.-.osphere interaction chosen is discussed in detail.
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1.2 VLF Studies of the D Region
One way to study the D region experimentally is to observe its effect on
an electromagnetic wave propagated upward from a ground-based transmitter. The
frequency of the signal is chosen so that the wave will have its maximum inter-
action with that portion of the ionosphere in which one is interested. A re-
ceiver detects the signal, altered in amplitude and phase in a way dependent upon
the electron density, collision frequency, wave-frequency, and geometry of the
plane of propagation. The transmitter emits a symmetric signal, but the iono-
spheric parameters, the location of the receiver, and the wave-frequency deter-
mine the height of maximum reflection and hence the angle of incidence. For
VLF waves, the reflection is not like that for light from a mirror; it is
rather an interaction over a range of heights of the wave fields with the
charged particles of the ionosphere, chiefly the free electrons. Qualitatively,
some of the energy of the wave is lost to the medium through collisions and
the remaining energy is redistributed among the wave fields.
The early work of the British, notably Bain, Best, Bracewell, Budden,
Ratcliffe, Straker, Stuart, Weekes, and Wilkes, among others, involved studies
of the propagation of steeply incident VLF waves under varying ionospheric
conditions. The components of the wave-fields at the ground-based receiver
are shown in Figure 1.3 after Bracewell (1952). The groundwave, with sub-
script 0, is linearly polarized. The downcoming skywave is an elliptically
polarized wave arbitrarily split into two linearly polarized components,
the normal component, with subscript 1, and the abnormal component with H in
the plane of propagation, with subscript 2. Also shown is the skywave reflecting
from the ground, which is assumed to be a perfect reflector. The various wave-
fields making up the total magnetic field at the ground are shown in Figure 1.3B.
i(B)	 X
r	 I
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Figure 1.3 Components of the field at the ground (after Bracewell, 1952).
8Figure 1.3C depicts the measurable quantities HN , the total normal component,
and HA , the total abnormal component, the two vectors in general being out
of phase. Basically, this work was a cataloguing of the ionosphere's effect
on this received signal as a function of time and space. Various experimental
problems, such as isolating the skywave from the groundwave, were worked out
at this time.
Then Deeks (1966) performed his pioneering work; by altering an assumed
electron density distribution until theoretical full-wave calculations of
reflection coefficients and reflection heights for VLF and LF propagation
gave results in agreement with experiment, he was able to deduce an electron
density distribution for the D region. Although, Bain and May (1967) showed
that Deeks' distributions required modifications which amounted roughly to
reducing their height by about 6 km, the importance of Deeks' work remains,
that of using VLF results to determine ionospheric parameters, not merely
ionospheric effects on propagating waves. This is really the inverse problem
to the one being treated here, where an electron density profile, either
measured or deduced, is used with full-wave theory to calculate reflection
coefficients.
r
V
u sin ^ = sin 6	 f
	
(2.1)
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2. RAY THEORY
a
2.1 The Theory of Booker
Historically, ray theory preceded full-wave theory. According to the
ray theory, a wave incident on the ionosphere from below with an angle of
incidence a measured from the vertical may be thought of as a ray, much as
one thinks of light rays in geometrical optics. For simple situations, such
as no magnetic field and no electron-neutral collisions, the path of the ray
a
may be traced through the atmosphere by following the phase velocity vector.
The orientation of this vector changes along the path through the ionosphere
according to Snell's Law
where u is the phase refractive index and W is the angle the phase velocity
makes with the vertical. Below the region of ionization in the ati,:osphere,
U = 1. In the inhomogeneous, isotropic, collisionless ionosphere above this
free space region, u decreases with increasing altitude. When the level is
reached where iy = 2
	
the wave has achieved its deepest penetration into the
ionosphere, and it then begins its descent. The ray path for such a simple
siutation is shown in Figure 2.1. Line AB is the boundary between the free
space region and the region of ionization.
Booker (1938) pointed out that the inclusion of the earth's magnetic
field makes the situation much more complicated. Upon entering the ionosphere,
the incident wave may be thought of as being split into two characteristically
•	 polarized components, which may propagate independently. The refractive index
is now dependent upon 0, as well as altitude, in a complicated way, and Snell's
n0	 4 r
1
1	 /
10
B
Eirth
Figure 2.1 A ray path for a wave-packet incident obliquely upon an
inhomogeneous, isotropic, collisionless ionosphere
(after Booker, 1938).
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Law with
	 = 2 will no longer give the level of reflection of the wave. The
level where the group velocity, not the phase velocity, is horizontal is the
true level of reflection. This level was the same for the case of no magnetic
field because the group and phase velocity vectors were identical. As a
wave-packet propagates through the region of ionization with the group velocity,
the individual wave-crests within it are in general moving across the wave-
packet with a phase velocity of different magnitude and direction from the
group velocity. This results in a cusped ray path for each of the two magneto-
ionic components, the ordinary and extraordinary waves. These paths are
shown in Figure 2.2 along with the corresponding group-rays. The figure shows
only the behavior in the xz plane. Thus the phase-rays do not actually show
the path followed by the wave-packet, but only th direction at any altitude
of the wave-crests moving across the wave-packet. This is also shown in
Figure 2.2 by superimposing phase velocity vectors on the group-ray path.
Because of the dependence of U on the unknown angle of refraction
^, it proves convenient to approach the problem of obliquely incident
propagation by avoiding the use of u. The propagation of either of the two
magnetoionic components-is represented by the wave function
exp [ik { ct - p (^) ( (sin ^) x + (cos ^) z) } ]
	 (2.2)
Using Snell's Law and a newly defined variable q, the wave function becomes
exp [ik {ct - (sin e)x - qz}]	 (2.3)
where q is the only unknown. q contains the electron density, wave-frequency,
earth's magnetic field, and angle of incidence as parameters, and the
f-
(a)
(b;
i
12
Group --rgrs
	
Phase-rays
Figure 2.2 Group- and phase-rays of the (a) extraordinary wave, and the
(b) ordinary wave, for an inhomogercous, anisotropic, collision-
less ionosphere (after Booker, 1938)
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propagation of the wave components through the atmosphere can now be repre-
sented by plotting q as a function of the electron density N while keeping
the other three parameters constant. Such a plot is shown in Figure 2.3. It
would be symmetrical for vertical incidence. Below the ionosphere N = 0 and
q = cos 6. There is a critical electron density (N A or NB in Figure 2.3) for
each magnetoionic component, above which that component will not penetrate for
a given wave-frequency and angle of incidence. Hence the reflection points
(A and B in Figure 2.3) are represented by 2a _* M , not l^/ _	 or q = 0 (D and
E in Figure 2.3) as was the case for the isotropic ionosphere.
Following the example of Appleton, whose wave-function one may retrieve
from Booker's by letting e = 0, the wave function, which was the assumed
form of the electromagnetic wave-fields and the polarization, was substituted
into the wav, equations obtained from Maxwell's equations, resulting in a
quartic equation in q, instead of the quadratic obtained by Appleton, repre-
sented by
F ( q ) = aq4 + Bq 3 + yq2 + 6q + E = 0
	
(2.4)
The four Booker quartic roots correspond to the upgoing ordinary, downgoing
ordinary, upgoing extraordinary, and downgoing extraordinary waves. The
exact nature of the coefficients in the Booker quartic equation depends on
the assumptions concerning electron-neutral collisions and the form of the
constitutive relation between the polarization P and the electric field in-
tensity E. If the collisional damping due to electron-neutral collisions is
included, the coefficients of the Booker quartic equation and the Booker
quartic roots become complex quantities.
cos E
Y
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Figure 2.3 The Booker quartic roots q as
for oblique incidence upon an
sphere (after Booker, 1938) .
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The quartic equation may be solved at any altitude, even for complex
coefficients, by the method of Burnside and Panton (1904). Figure 2.3 may
thus be obtained if the variation of electron density with height, the wave-
frequency, the angle of incidence at the ground, and the earth's magnetic
field vector, which is assumed to remain constant in magnitude and direction
over the region of propagation, are specified.
The wave-fields for the upgoing extraordinary wave, downcoming extra-
ordinary wave, upgoing ordinary wave, and downcoming ordinary wave are pro-
portional at any altitude to
z
exp {ik (ct - (sin e)y - jo qdz}
	
(2.5)
'.	 where the root q used is the one appropriate to the magnetoionic component
under consideration. Since the form of the relationship between q and z
or N can be very complicated, the integration in (2.5) may have to be per-
formed numerically. The real part of q determines the phase change in the
wave, whereas the imaginary part arising from collisional damping determines
the attenuation as the integration proceeds. The integration for each
magnetoionic component might also involve.several separate parts due to a
situation such as the one shown in Figure 2.4, where a q vs N plot and the
corresponding group-ray diagram are depicted. The upgoing ordinary wave
is represented by IB and A 2A3 , the downgoing ordinary wave by RB and A2A1,
the upgoing extraordinary wave by IA l , and the downgoing extraordinary wave
by RA3.
In any case, the reflection coefficients could in principle be calculated
by comparing the wave-fields at the end of the path with those at the start
N
F
r4
16
Cos 0
0 N
- cos 0
— 'A
r
Figure 2.4 Another possible form of (a) q as a function of N for oblique
incidence upon an inhomogeneous, anisotropic ionosphere with
collisions included, and (b) the corresponding group-ray
diagram (after Booker, 1938).
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after all the phase change and attenuation, which occur over the whole path,
and all the absorption, which occurs only over the portion of the path in the
ionosphere, have altered the wave.
2.2 The Necessity for Full Wave-Theory
A wide variety of situations exist for which the ray theory is invalid; it
fails to give a good description of reality. Booker (1938) discusses the
failure of the theory in the stratum in which reflection takes place, that
is, when the quartic roots for the upgoing and downgoing waves of either the
ordinary (or extraordinary) component become nearly equal. He also mentions
the failure in a region of coupling when the upgoing (or downgoing) waves
of the ordinary and extraordinary component become nearly equal, and the two
components thus lose their independence. Failure also occurs when the col-
lisional damping is so great that reflection cannot be considered to occur
at one height alone, but occurs partially at different levels. The failure
of the medium to be slowly varying at the wave-frequency being used is the
common factor in all of the inadequacies of ray theory. Usually, below wave-
frequencies of 1 Miz, and always below wave-frequencies of 100 KHz, one must
resort to a more exact solution of the electromagnetic wave equations. The
form of the wave-fields assumed by Booker is no longer valid. The refractivef
indices of the ionosphere change appreciabll within one wavelength. The
upgoing energy is converted by the ionosphere to downgoing energy over a
range of heights. Since studies of the D region involve frequencies of a
few tens of KHz, it is necessary to employ the more exact full-wave theory.
ii
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3. FULL-WAVE THEORY
3.1 General Magnetoionic Theory
To develop a mathematical formalism to describe waves obliquely incident
upon a horizontally stratified anisotropic, collisional, non-thermal, non-
slowly varying, non-permeable (u = u o), inhomogeneous ionosphere, one must first
begin with the equation for conservation of charge, the continuity equation
aN
ma aAa + ma V - (Nr, va ) = 0	 (3.1)
and the force equation, the magnetohydrodynamic equation
Dv
M,	 a= zeE+zev xB+mNg - ya - mvv	 (3.2)a TT a 	 a a	 a s
	
N	 a a a
a
where the subscript a indicates a summation over the a charged constituents
and the D/Dt is the convective derivative
Dt	 at + VOL
• V	 (3.3)
r,	 which in this case gives the total time rate of change of the ath constituent's
velocity, va , on the left hand side of the force equation. Other quantities
appearing in Equations (3.1) and (3.2) are the mass of the ath charged con-
stituent, ma ; the number density of the ath charged constituent, Na ; the
electric field of the skywave, E; the total magnetic field, including the
earth's magnetic field and the magnetic field of the skywave, B; the
gravitational acceleration field, g; the scalar fluid pressure of the plasma,
p; and the collision frequency, measured in collisions per second, of the
t
i
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ath charged constituent with ions, electrons, and neutral atoms and molecules,
V	 The definition of these quantities makes the nature of each of the force
CL
terms on the righthand side of Equation (3.2) self-explanatory.
If it was desired to examine the propagation in the plasma in terms
of characteristic modes, one would form perturbed equations using
N = N	 + N '
a	 ao	 a
{i
va v + vao	 a
pa = pao + pay
	
(3.4)
E = Eo + pa'
i
B = B + B'
p
where the first quantity on the right hand side is the unperturbed ionospheric
parameter, and the second is the perturbation due to the passage of the wave.
To simplify matters, v ao and E  might be taken to be negligible. The perturbed
counterparts of Equations (3.1) and (3.2) would be solved simultaneously for
4
v
a 
in terms of E, which would then be substituted into the equation for the
electric polarization to obtain the constitutive relations with the susceptibility
matrix, and finally the dielectric tensor. It is not relevant here to study
the propagation in this manner, however, since the total effect of the iono-
sphere on the received wave is what is desired. Not only will v ao and E  be
neglected, but Na ' as well: Then if non-linear terms in the perturbed
quantities, the ath constituent's velocit y and the wave-fields, are neglected,
•	 the terms
E
iS
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ma (va	 0 ) va
z ev x B
	
a a	 wave
are dropped. This eliminates the need for Equation (3.1). The Lorentz
polarization term has been excluded, on the basis of experimental evidence
discussed by Budden (1961).
If only a one component plasma is considered, that is, if only the motion
of the electrons is considered and not the motion of the heavier, more sluggish
ions, as is proper to do if the number density of ions is not much greater
than the number density of electrons, then the summation over a charged con-
stituents is no longer necessary, and z
a 
becomes equal to tmity. The ions simply
cannot respond to the passing wave-fields as rapidly as the electrons, and
the motion that they do acquire is too small to be greatly affected by the
+	 earth's magnetic field for VLF frequencies, as mentioned by Budden (1961).
Finally, neglecting the effects of gravity and the thermal pressure
gradient (3.2) reduces to
2-
eE	 + e ar x B	 = m a r + m var	 (3.5)
wave
	 at
	
earth	 at2	 at
where the ionospheric electric fields have also been neglected. The collision
frequency, v, is now that for electrons with ions, eiectrons, and neutrals,
but since the number density of neutrals is so much greater than that of ions,
and electrons it may be effectively taken as the collision frequency for
electron-neutral collisions. This collision frequency, however, is dependent
upon the energy of the electrons, this fact being taken into account by Sen
and ltiyller (1960) in a generalization of Appleton-fiartree magnetoionic theory.
01
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The inclusion of this energy dependence makes Equation (3.5) invalid, but it
can still be used to give good results for VLF studies if the correct
collision frequency profile is used, as shown by Deeks (1966a). The use of
such an effective collision frequency profile is a mathematical device to
equate, as far as possible, the two theories. The profiles of collision
frequency for monoenergetic electrons of energy kT used in Sen-Wyller theory
and for the effective collision frequency used to make Appleton-Hartree
theory give fairly good agreement with the Sen-Wyller results for VLF
calculations are shown in Figure 3.1. The dashed curve should be used for all
calculations employing the theory of this chapter. The penalty for doing so,
according to Deeks (1966a) is slightly increased absorption (smaller reflection
coefficient magnitudes) relative to results obtained by using Sen-lVyller theory,
but the difference between the results is less than experimental error, espe-
cially at VLF frequencies.
Although the wave at the transmitter is spherical, far from the antenna
in a localized region it can be approximated by a plane wave of the form
e
iwt - ikr
'Thus 
at 
in (3.5) can be replaced by iw to produce an equation in the transform
domain. Multiplying this transformed version of (3.5) by Ne/mw2 , where w is
the angular wave-frequency, and noting that the electric polarization, P, and
geomagnetic field vector, Y, are given by
P = Ner	 (3.6)
Y = e B	 (3.7)
mw
1 0
22
105	 106	 107	 108
Collision frequency, sed'
Figure 3.1 Height variation of v Nl , the collision frequency of mono-energetic
electrons of energy kT (full curve) and veff, the effective
classical collision frequency ror very long wave calculations
(dashed curve), (after Deeks, 1966a).
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it is a straightforward matter to obtain the constitutive relations for the
ionosphere. These are of the matrix form
ti
ti
P = E 0M E
	 (3.8)
where M is the susceptibility tensor given by
ti
U2-12Y2	 -iUnY-lmY2	 iUmY-lnY2
X
M	
UU 2
-Y2iUnY-1mY2
	U2-m2Y2
	 -iUlY-mnY2	 (3.9)
-iUmY-lnY 2
	iUlY-mnY2	 U2-n2Y2
The quantities of which the susceptibility matrix is composed are
2	 w 2
X = Ne ' = p
	 (3.10)
E mw	 w
0
Y 	 1mB j = H	 (3.11)
U = 1-iZ _	 i	 (3.12)
W
where w  is the gyrofrequency for electrons or the cyclotron frequency, and
w  is the plasma frequency at the altitude corresponding to N(z). The letters
1, m, n represent the direction cosines of the geomagnetic field vector, Y,
with respect to a right-handed coordinate system whose z axis is vertically
upward and whose posit il-ve x axis is in the direction of the horizontal com-
ponent of the wave vector, k. The direction cosines are given by
1 .
f
2 r
6
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1 = - cos ^ cos a
M = - cos ^ sin a	 (3.13)
n= sin k
where	 is the magnetic dip angle, measured down from the horizontal
(0 <	 < 90 0
 for Northern Hemisphere) , and a is the azimuth east of magnetic
north of the x axis, which is in the plane of propagation. The coordinate
system is shown in Figure 3.2.
A point which often generates much confusion is that Y can be defined
so that the gyrofrequency for electrons is negative
Y = eB
	 (3.14)
MW
If this is done, however, the signs of the direction cosines are changed,
which means that they are the direction cosines of B, which is oppositely
directed to Y. The use of either set of definitions for Y, 1, m, and n will
yield the same susceptibility matrix elements.
One other point worthy of mention is that the expression for P used in
Equation (3.6) is the result of taking an average over a volume containing
many electrons. The polarization vector and the wave fields used later in
.19	 Maxwell's equations are assumed fairly constant over distances much less than
a wavelena t_h, but large compared with inter-electron distances even for a non-
slowly varying medium. That is, changes in the electron density in the vertical
direction are not neglected, but small irregularities are smoothed out. As
Budden (1961) mentions, there would be no meaning in speaking of the value of
P at a specific point in the free space between electrons.
0
r
s t^A
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Z
B
Figure 3.2 The relevant coordinate system at the transmitter. The wave
vector k is in the xz plane. B is in the plane of the magnetic
meridian. S, y, A are the arccosines of the direction cosines,
1, m, n of the geomagnetic field vector, Y.
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3.2 The Relevant Equations
With the form of the plane wave already assumed below the ionosphere and
the incident plane wave having its wave normal in the xz plane at an angle 6
to the vertical, for all wave-fields
I = - ik sin 6
ax
(3.15)
a = o
ay
Equations ( 3.8) and ( 3.15) together with Maxwell's electromagnetic
equations
V x F. _ -ikZ H	 A
o
(3.16)
V x ^(= k D = ek (s +oE 	 P) ,
0	 0
where z0 is the characteristic impedance of the medium and E 0 is the permit-
tivity of free space, yield the matrix equation
ti
e' _ - i k
	 e	 (3.17)
where the prime is the partial derivative with respect to altitude, and
Ex
-E
Y
e = YX	 (3.18)
i
3
q
i27
SM31 	SM32	 C2+M3 3
1+M33	 1+M33	 0	 1+M33—
0	 0	 1
and
0
SM 23	 (3.19)
1+h133
-SM1 3
1+M33
M	 2123N131 - M 	 	 M23M32	 0
33	 C +M22-° 1
+M33
1 + M	 - M 13M 31	 M32 M 13 - M
	 011	 1+M33	 1+M33
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where S = sin e, C = cos 6, and the M.. are elements of the susceptibility
matrix. X and Z are functions of height, since they depend upon the electron
density and collision frequency respectively. Therefore the Mij are functions
of height, making the T.. functions of height. The wave-fields and their
derivatives with respect to z are also naturally functions of height. If it was
desired to solve for the actual wave-fields, Equation (3.17) would be treated.
Of interest here, however, are the reflection coefficients, which are ratios
of the fields at any altitude desired to the incident fi,elds. The reflection
coefficient matrix is defined as
E (R)	 E (R)
II	 1
ti II R II RII1 E11 E111)R= _ (13.20)
1 R 11 1R1	 E (R) E (R)
II
1
1
E	 I)
1
where EMand E M
 are the components of the incident electric field parallel
and perpendicular to the plane of propagation
1
respectively,	 and E I R 	 and E(R)
(1R1 + 1)
2 RPOLY + 1 /C
I IRl
2RPOLY
1
s
	
I r
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are defined similarly for the reflected wave. The dependent variable is then
the reflection coefficient matrix and not the wave-field vector. This is the
dependent variable used by Budden (19SSa). Barron and Budden (1959) resort
to another dependent variable, however, termed the admittance matrix. It is
related to R by
A=
	
(13.21)
1 R 11	 _	 (IIRII	 1)
2RPOLY	 2RPOLY	 1	 C
where
	
RPOLY = II R II 	 1	 1 R1 + 1	 IIR.L 1R11
	
2	 2	 2	 2
(13.22)
0
The differential Equations (3.17) become, after this change of variable,
in matrix form
ti	 ti	 T11 T 12	 T44 0	 -T14 0
ti
	
i^ = k A	
0	 0	
+ T
34 
0 	 0	 1
/ T	 -
41	 42
T	 (13.23)
	
T31	 T32
where this correct version is given by Barron and Budden (19S9), the version
in Budden (1961) being incorrect. This equation is clearly too complicated
to be solved analytically. After numerically integrating it down through the
ionosphere from a known starting solution, however, R can be obtained from
by
J7
1r •
29
/	 -1CA 11
- 1	 Al2	 1	 0
2	 +	 (13.24)
A21	 1 - A22 /C	 0 - 1
 (
The wave admittance approach is used here, although the wave-fields as vari-
ables are preferred by others such as Pitteway (1965), and the reflection
coefficients as variables by still others such as Sheddy (1968).
rL__
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4. FULL-WAVE SOLUTIONS
4.1 The Starting Solution
The starting solution necessary to initiate the solution of the relevant
differential equations from the full-wave theory of Chapter 3 can be obtained
by the method of Sheddy (1968). This method does not depend on a lengthy,
and often too slowly converging, preliminary integration, beginning with a
crude estimate of the initial solution, down through a fictitious homogeneous
ionosphere with X and Z held constant at their values at the height where
the preliminary integration is started. This was the method of Budden (1955a).
Such a preliminary integration is terminated when A' is arbitrarily close to
zero, and the resultant A is the admittance matrix corresponding to only up-
going waves above the boundary, that is, the matrix for a sharply bounded
homogeneous medium. This result may then be used as the starting solution
back at the starting level for the preliminary integration, since once A is
found which satisfies A = 0, it will not change over a homogeneous ionosphere.
Clearly, this starting level must be well above the height in the real iono-
sphere where waves of a given frequency are interacting with the ionization.
The same method could be used if R were the dependent variable, but the rate
of convergence to R' = 0 would be different.
That the problem is reduced to one of a sharp boundary makes appropriate
oundary matching technique of Crombie (1961), which in turn employs the
ions to the Booker quartic equation with complex coefficients discussed
apter 2. The Booker quartic roots may be obtained in closed form using
athematics of Burnside and Panton (1904). Whereas Crombie's solution
ood only for west-east or east-west propagation, Sheddy's method gives
..-.1
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the reflection coefficients for a plane of propagation of arbitrary azimuth
east of north for a sharply bounded homogeneous ionosphere with a lower
boundary at the height where one wishes to commence a full-wave solution.
The flow chart for the initial solution portion of the full-wave program
is shown in Figure 4.2, the actual computer printout being given in the
Appendix. Flow chart notation follows that of McCracken (1965). This flow
chart is preceded by the flow chart in Figure 4.1 for the input portion of the
main program, in which all quantities necessary for later calculations are
defined or computed.
4.2 The Numerical Integration
Once the initial solution has been found, the numerical integration down
through the real ionosphere is carried out using a modified Runge-Kutta process
due to Gill (1951). The pertinent constants of nature, input parameters
(indicated .by asterisks) and integration variables are defined below. The
left-hand symbol is the standard notation; the right-hand symbol is the
notation used in the computer program, if it differs from the standard notation.
MKS units are used in all calculations. All calculations are performed with
double precision accuracy.
Charge of the electron (it is negative).
Mass of the electron.
Permittivity of free space.
Permeability of free space.
Speed of light in a vacuum.
Magnitude of earth's magnetic field.
Angle of incidence between the vertical
and the wave normal of the incident wave
below the ionosphere.
e
m,ELECM
E0,PERME
uo,PERMINt
c
B
e,THETA(in radians)
* ANGLE(in degrees)
op
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START
DEFINE CONSTANTS
OF NATURE
AND INPUT
VARIABLES
READ
ED,CF
COMPUTE
THETA, PHI ,
ALPHA,OMEGA,
K,CC,SS,DCL,
DCM,DCN
90—DIP	 YES	 DCL. =0
_ O?	 DCM=O
NO
DCL=O YES 90-AZEN
=0?
NO
COMPUTE  UNITY
WRITE UNITY 7
START
COMPUTE EX ,WHY,Z,
I ,U,COEFF,M,
UNDER IT
WRITE
MIT
RETURN
(b )
SUBROUTINE
PREFN
(a)
Figure 4.1 Flow chart depicting (a) input portion of main program, including
(b) subroutine PREFN.
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Figure 4.2 Flow chart depicting initial solution (after Sheddy, 1968)
portion of main program.
COMPUTE BEE,BE COMPUTE O, ZERO WRITE OUP
WRITE BE WRITE O,ZERO COMPUTE DELT,RC,P,SC,
RS, R,DERR,MAGR,FAZR
COMPUTE HHH,III, JJ=11	 GGG,HH,GG,P.W,LP, WRITE R,DERR,
LPCR,CRP,ES,ARE,GSG, MAGR,FAZR
IGSG,RGSG
COMPUTE
D12,D32.D33( COMPUTE RPOLY,AM,
NO	 RGSG AS,YS,Y,DERIV
=0 ? KK=1
YES WRITE AM,
DERIV
IGSG	 YES COMPUTE
=0 ? QSNGL(KK),REEL,IMAG
DEFINE DERY
NO FOR START OF
YES
	
IMAG SUBROUTINE DRKGSCOMPUTE FN <_O?
NO NMAXI=NMAX +I
WRITE FN
COMPUTE QUP(JJ),DIIWJ),
D130J), D31(JJ),
DELTA (JJ), PEEP (JJ), COMPUTE ALT
COMPUTE FNS,FNR TEE(JJ)
SUBROUTINE DRKGS
NOFNR JJ-JJ+1	 KK=KK+I
>_0?
4ARE(I)=	 ARE(I)	 YES YESKK<4 ?2
NO
.	 r
i
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a,ALPHA(in radians) Azimuth east of magnetic north of
positive x axis in the plane of
propagation.
Wave-frequency.
Angular wave-frequency, 2nf.
Magnitude of wave vector, w/c.
Magnetic dip angle (measured down from
horizontal).
Direction cosines of magnetic field vector,
Y, for coordinate system shown in Figure
3.2.
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* AZEN(in degrees)
* f, FREQ
w,OMEGA
k
^,PHI(in radians)
* DIP(in degrees)
1,m,n;DCL,DCM,DCN
* N,ED(For data points only)	 Electron number density.
EDENS (in general)
EDPRE (at start of integration)
* v,CF(for data points only) 	 Collision frequency of electrons
with neutrals.
CFREQ
CFPRE(at start of integration)
X,EX	 Ne2/meow2
Y,WHY JeB/wml	 The choice of absolute value signs surround-
ing the whole quantity and the corresponding
choice for 1, in, n are discussed in Chapter
3.
Z	 v/w
^,M=MR+iMI	 Susceptibility matrix.
T,T=TR+iTI
	 T matrix.
q	 Root of Booker quartic equation.
R 11	 IIRII ,RC(1)=R(1)+iR(5)	 Elements of reflection coefficient
matrix,
r
d
1
1
N
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R12	 I 
I Rl , RC (2) -R(2)+iR (6)
1121	 = 1R II ,RC(3)=R(3)+iR(7)
•4
R22 = 1 R1,RC(4)=R(4)+iR(8)
IWJ,MAGR Matrix of reflection coefficient
magnitudes or amplitudes
argR,FAZR Matrix of reflection coefficient
phases or arguments
ti
ti
R',DERR Matrix of reflection coefficient
derivatives with respect to altitude
A ill AM(1)=Y(l)+iY(5) Elements of wave admittance matrix, A
Al2'AM(2)=Y(2)+iY(6)
A21' AM(3) =Y (3)+iY (7)
A22 , AM (4) =Y (4) + i Y (8)
A ',DERIV Matrix of wave admittance derivatives with
DERIV(I)=DERY(I)+iDERY(I+4) respect to altitude
• NMAX The number of data points compr.'sing the
digitized form of the electron density
profile (same for collision frequency
profile).
• PRMT(1) Height at start of integration.
• PRMT(2) Height at end of Integration.
• PRMT(3) Integration interval.
• PRNIT(4) Accuracy maintained per step in the
integration.
• ZDATA height interval between data points.
ALT Altitudes corresponding to data points
representing profiles of N and v.
IHLF Number of times integration interval is
halved in order to ensure accuracy
supplied in PRhTf (4) .
C,CC	 cos 6
S,SS	 sin e•
I
I
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The electron density and collision frequency profiles are specified by
data points given every (-ZDATA) meters between PRMT(1) and (PP.NIT(2) + ZDATA)
inclusive. If PRMT(3) < ZDATA, the values in between data points are computed
by linear interpolation; no sophisticated fitting of polynomial curves to
points is used. PRMT(1) is chosen so that EX ti 100(1+INTIY) and PRMT(2) so that
EX < 1 for the frequency being used. Although these limits are vestiges of ray
theory, and should not be considered to be related to precise levels of reflec-
tion for VLF waves, they give reasonable boundaries for the region of significant
wave-ionosphere interactions.
The angle of incidence is computed by geometry, knowing the distance
between the transmitter and receiver, and assuming an average height of reflec-
tion equal to the altitude where EX = (1+WHY). This height decreases during
the sunrise period, causing 6 to increase.
PRMT(3) is chosen small enough so that IHLF does not become too large,
yet large enough so that an unnecessary number of calculations over gradual
electron density gradients are avoided. PRMT(4) is chosen large enough so
that IHLF does not become too large over steep electron density gradients, yet
small enough so that the final results are meaningful.
Figure 4.3 shows the flow chart for the DRKGS IBM SSP Library subroutine
used in the numerical integration. Figure 4.4 shows the flow chart for the
subroutines FCT and OUTP called from within DRKGS. Use of the OUTP subroutine
can provide a continuous print-out of the reflection coefficients down through
the entire ionosphere, producing diagrams analogous to those of Pitteway (1964),
who used the penetrating and non-penetrating wave-fields as dependent variables.
']'he locations for this use of the OUTP subroutine are shown as dashed boxes in
Figure 4.3. If this is not desired, the OUTP subroutine is not necessary. The
f
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-1
ITEST	 YES
>O?NO COMPUTE AUX(4,1)CMOD=ISTEP/2 ITEST •IYES
	 MOD TE= O ? ISTEP•ISTEP+ISTEP 2NOSUBROUIINE FCT 8
COMPUTE AUX(5,1),AUX(7,1) IHLF-IHLF+I
X•X-H
T.SH
6	 COMPUTE Y0 ),DERY0 ), AUX(6,1 ) I END = O
x=x-a
CELT -0
COMPUTE DELT
DELT	 NO
- PRMT (4)
<0YES gSUBROUTINE FCT ISTEP=ISTEP/2COMPUTE AUX(I11)AUX(2,1), AUX ( 3,1),Y0),DERY0) H- H +H
I SUBROUTINE OUTPI IHL	 NL
-----	 ----J >O ?
NO	 RMT(5) YES
=0 ? IMOD=ISTEP/2RETURN	 YESCOMPUTE YOLDERY(I) ISTE	 IN
- I MOD -I MOD
-0 7IREC- IHLF YES
ISTEP-ISTEP+ISTEP-4
COMPUTE AUX(4,1)YESHL
-20 <0 7
NOIHLF -21
SUBROUTINE FCT
RETURN
F- 
_
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1
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i . START
DEFINE EVE,X,XEND,H,PRMT(5),AUX(B,1)
SUBROUTINE FCT
NO <	 H(XEND-X 	 YES
-0 7IHLF-13
	 NO	 IHLF-12IDEFINE A,B,C,AUX (I , I ),AUX (?, 1),RETURN 	 AUX(3,1),AUx(6,1)
	
RETURN
IREC•0
H=H+H
1 HLF - -I
ISTEP-0
IEND-0t
1 SUBROUTINE OUTP IL------ -----J
PRMT(5	 NO
-O ?YES RETURNI TEST -0
[STEP-ISTEP+I SUBROUTINE FCT DEL
-02 PRMT(4)IEND	 NO <-070 X-X+.5H <_0? YESY,(I ) NOCj1APEAJ,BJ,
-3	 YES YES	 RETURNIHLJRECO2,AUX(6,1) .0 ? ISTEP- ISTEP/2
 NO J=J+I
t•
I a
Figure 4.3 Flow chart depicting numerical integration subroutine DRKGS.
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2SA R T
v
COMPUTE N, EDENS,CFREQ
EVE	 YES
= EDENS ?
NO
EVE=EDENS
COMPUTE: EX,WHY,
Z,UPOLYR,UPOLYI,
MR,MI,TR,TI
COMPUTE VERY
t ETURN
I	 (a)
Figure 4.4 Flow chart depicting subroutines (a) FCT and (b) OUTP called
from within DRKGS subroutine.
START
COMPUTE YPOLYR,
YPOLYI , YDENOM,
R
WRITE X,IHLF,Y,
DERY,R,N
RETURN
(b)
tl
z	 ^
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FCT subroutine computes the derivatives of the wave admittances as they steadily
change down through the ionosphere because of the changing electron density and
collision frequency. Figure 4.5 shows the output portion of the program, which
gives the final reflection coefficient values below the ionosphere.
No provision was made to prevent numerical swamping, since with the depen-
s
	 dent variables being of the same order of magnitude and the computer having
great accuracy when operating in the double precision mode it was felt unnec-
ces s ary .
4.3 Checks of the Full-Wave Program
A complicated computer , program such.as the one used in full-wave solutions
cannot be used with any confidence until after its results have been thoroughly
checked against known results.
The correctness of the starting solutions was verified in several ways.
First, the Booker quartic roots were substituted into the Booker quartic
P 
equation tb see if they satisfied it. The value of the Booker quartic equation,
which should strictly be zero, was always at least 10 2 times smaller than any
of the roots themselves, and often 10 5 times smaller.
The starting reflection coefficients and admittance matrix elements
wCre checked by substituting them into the differential equations. The values
of the derivatives, which again for an exact solution should be zero, were at
least 10 4 times smaller than any of the matrix elements themselves, and some
of the derivatives were as much as 10 17 times smaller. In other words, with
matrix element magnitudes on the order of unity, the derivatives had magnitudes
of 10 4 and smaller, or as close to the value zero as one might reasonably
expect from a digital computer following all the steps of Sheddy's method
while carrying 17 digits in its double precision mode of operation.
T—I
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COMPUTE YPOLYR,
YPOLY I , YDENOM,
R,MAGR, FAZR
r
YES
	
IMAGINARY
PART OF
R>0?
NO
YES
	
R`AL
	 REAL	 YES
	
PART OF	 PART OF
R>_0 ?	 R__>0?
	
NO	 NO
	 [F-_AFA'2R = FAZR+90	 A,ZR=FAZR +180
	
ZR=FAZR+270
WRITE X, IHLF,Y,
DERY,R,N, MAGR,
FAZR
4STP
Figure 4.5 Flow chart depicting final output portion of main program.
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In addition, a comparison was made with results of initial solutions
numerically calculated by	 Fedor, et al., (1964) for the special case of
west-east propagation. Table 4.1 shows the results of the comparison, with
all numbers rounded off to 2 places to the right of the decimal for brevity.
The numerical integration and the resulting final solutions were checked
by comparing results with those of Budden (1955b), who in turn compared his
results with the analytic solutions of Heading and Whipple (1952). The com-
parison was made for the case of vertical incidence, an exponential electron
density profile, a constant collision frequency, a vertically downward magnetic
field, and west-east propagation. Figure 4.6a shows Budden's comparison with
Heading and Whipple for X = exp(.295z) and Z = 8 where z is in km. Points
marked X were calculated by the author. A similar comparison is shown in
Figure 4.6b, but the electron density gradient is sharper, X = exp(2.36z),
andZ=2.
A further comparison was made with the computing facilities at NELC and
the Radio Research Station, Slough, England. For this check only, the collision
frequency profile of Fejer and Vice (1959) was used, along with the nighttime
electron density profile of Deeks (1964). The angle of incidence was taken to
be 40 0 , the dip angle 70°, the azimuth of the propagation path 152°, and the wave-
frequency 21.4 KHz. The numerical integration was started at 108.00 km and
stopped at 63.55 km. Table 4.2 compares the results.
All of the comparisons made indicate that full-wave calculations with
the program described can be used with reasonable confidence to find the vari-
ation of the reflection coefficient matrix under different circumstances, even
for an ionosphere with steep electron density gradients.
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TABLE 4.1
A comparison of the author's numerically calculated
Starting solutions with those of Fedor, et al., (1964) of NELC.
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TABLE 4.2
A comparison of full -wave solutions for the nighttime
electron density profile of Deeks	 ( 1964) and the
collision frequency profile of Fejer and Vice	 ( 1959).
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Figure 4.6 A comparison of the full-wave results, reflection coefficient
:!tagnitude vs angle of incidence, for v constant, 	 900, and
a = 90 0 , of (a) Budden (19SSb) (solid line), Budden using the
formulas of Heading and Whipple (1952) (dashed line), -d the
author (points marked x) for X = exp(.29Sz), Z = 8 and (b).
Budden (1955b) (solid line) and the author (points marked x)
for X = exp(2.36z), Z = 2.
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4.4 Suggestions for Applications of the Full-Wave Program
One important application of the full-wave program would be to test the
consistency of theoretical and experimental methods of studying the D region
by comparing the temporal behavior of the reflection coefficient matrix over
the sunrise period obtained by full-wave solutions with the results from
ground-based VLF studies. For the electron density profiles used in the full-
wave program, the results of Smith et al. (1966), shown in Figure 4.7, might
be used, with suitable lower E region profiles added to the upper portions
of the curves to extend them to sufficiently high levels where the integration
would be started. For experimental VLF results, those given by Sechrist (1968)
might be employed. The results of both Smith and Sechrist were obtained dur-
ing a period of minimum solar activity, but their measurements were made at
mid-latitudes in different hemispheres. Also, Smith's profiles were not all
determined in the same season. Clearly, the optimum comparison would involve
data obtained at the same place and time, but such information is regrettably
scarce.
Another valuable comparison would involve replacing Smith's electron
density Profiles above, which were deduced from ground-based experiments, with
profiles obtained from rocket measurements, such as those of Mechtly and
Smith (1968) shown in Figure 4.8. The degree of agreement of the theoretical
results, obtained using both sets of sunrise electron density profiles, with
the experimental VLF results might solve the controversy over which measure-
ment technique is better for measuring electron densities.
If the degree of agreement between theory and ex periment proved to be
good, more confidence could be displayed in studying not only the sunrise
period, but the similar sunset and eclipse conditions by the theoretical and
•
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48
experimental means now used. It should be stressed, however, that the lack
of agreement could be due to the lack of simultaneous measurements, an
incomplete theoretical representation of the physical situation, or a com-
bination of these and other factors.
r
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APPENDIX
The full-wave computer program printout is shown for a sample appli-
cation, that of finding the reflection coefficients for a sunrise electron
density profile. The flow charts for this program are given in , Figu res
4.1-4.5.
r
SO
$JOB KP-292LINES=3000,TIME=9002PAGES=100
1 DIMENSION	 PRMT(5)r0ERY181rAUX(8 9 8)rED(119)	 rCF(119)	 rALT(1201	 r VAPIABLE
CTR( 4r4). TI14, 41, MR13931.MI(393),Y(B)rR(8).MAGR(4),FAZR14).T(4.4)9
C DER IV( 4) 9
	QSNGL(4),RSC14) 9 	M(3.3),BEE(5)9BE(4)9W13)9ES1319 ARE( 3),
CQ141,QUP(2),DI1(21,013(21,031(2)rDELTA(2),PEEP(21,TEE(2)rRC141,
CAM(4),LEROl41,AMS(4),RS(R),YS(81,DERR(4)
2 REAL*4	 FNR,SNGLrREAL,AIMAG,REEL,IMAG,RGSG,IGSGIRS.YS
3 REAL*8 PPMT,Y,DERY,PERMS,PERMM,E ,EX,WHY,Z,C,B4OMEGA,K,FREQ,DCLr
CCCMo0CN,ELECO 3 PHi,	 THETA ,CC.SSrX,ED,CF.PI,UNITY.MAGR,FAZR,R,
CCCOSrCSINrDABSrTR971,MRrMIrUR,UI,EDPRE,CFPRE,ALPHA, 	 AUXtJPOLYR,
CUPOLYI,YPOLYR,YPOLYI,UDENOMrDSORTr 	 DBLE,ALT,	 DATAN,MOLNUM,YDENOM
C,ANGLE,DIPrAZENrZDATA
4 COMPLEX*8 CSQRTtCMPLX,CLOG,CEXPtGS FN"IQSPGL,R$-C—IAMS
5 CCMPLEX *16 	 M,HH	 rGG	 ,BEE,BE,HHHtIIIoGGGtAREtQ,Q()PtZEPC,Dll,DI29
_ CC13,C31,D?2.C=3,DELTA,PEEP,TEE.D !ELT, PC.AM,RPOLY,P,LP,LPCR,CRP,ES.
CFN,COLOGrCOEXP,CDSQRT,DCMPLXrW,DCONJG,U,I,COEFF
C, 1,DERIV,DERR,CYU,ZIP__
6 EXTF,RNAL
	 FCT90UTP
C
C THE FOLLOWING ARE CONSTANTS OF NATURE
( E	 IS	 THE ELECTRON CHARGE
C tLECM	 IS	 THE	 ELECTRGN MASS
C PEPME	 IS	 THE	 ELECTRIC	 PERMITTIVITY OF	 FREE _SPACE
C PERMM	 IS THE MAGNETIC	 PERMEABILITY OF	 FREE SPACE
C C	 IS TFE	 SPEED OF	 LIGHT IN A VACUUM
C B	 IS	 TFE	 EARTH'S	 MAGNETIC
	 FIELD
C THE	 FOLLOWING ARE	 INPUT	 VARIABLES
C THETA	 IS	 THE	 ANGLE	 OF	 INCIDENCE
C PHI	 IS THE MAGNETIC DIP	 ANGLE,	 MEASURED FROM THE HORIZONTAL,
C IF B	 FIELD DIPS DOWN AS IN NORTHERN HEMISPHERE• PHI
	
IS	 POSITIVE
C ANC C<P HI<90,	 IF	 B	 FIELD DIPS UP AS	 IN	 SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE,
C PHI
	 IS NEGATIVE	 AND -90<PHI<O.
C ALPHA	 IS THE	 AZIMUTH OF	 PROPAGATION,	 MEASURED EAST	 OF MAGNETIC
C NORTH,	 THAT	 IS,	 IT	 IS THE	 ANGLE	 BETWEEN	 MAGNETIC NORTH AND THE
C POSITIVE	 X AXISi WHERE THE	 XL PLANE	 L-5—THE PLANE OF PROPAGATION.
C POSITIVE	 Z	 IS UPWARDS•
	
POSITIVE	 X IS IN THE	 DIRECTION OF THE
C HORIZONTAL CCMPCN NT OF K, 	 THE
	
WAVEVECTOR,	 THE COORDINATE
C SYSTEM	 IS RIGHT-HANDED.
C fREQ	 IS THE FREQUENCY OF 	 THE	 INCIDENT	 PLANE WAVE
C ED	 IS	 THE ELECTRON DENSITY, 	 WHICH	 IS	 A	 FUNCTION OF CHI,	 THE
C ___ 50 AR	 ZENITH ANGLE, AS ^+E_L_AS ALII T_UDE_ (ED PROFILE	 IS ONUATA
C CARES)
C CF	 IS NUr
	
THE COLLISICN FREQUENCY(CF 	 PROFILE	 IS ON DATA CARDS)
C CF	 IS THE NUMBER	 OF COLLISIONS PER SEC	 EACH ELECTRON MAKES, NOT THE
C NUMBER	 OF	 ELECTRON'c
 COLLIDING	 PER	 SEC
C X = ALTITUDE
C CCL, DCM, DCN ARE THE DI RECTION COSLNES Q F__7" H__RTOESP_E_cT .
C A	 COORCINATE
	
SYSTEM WHOSE	 XZ	 PLANE	 IS	 THE	 PLANE OF	 INCIDENCE	 AND
C WHOSE	 Z	 AXIS
	
VERTICAL.
C ALL	 VALUES	 ARE	 IN	 MKS
	
LNITS
7 =— 1. 6C?1D-19
E ELECM	 =	 9.10910-31
9 PERME
	 6.B542D-12_=
10 PERMM =	 1.256640- 6
11 C	 =	 2.997925D8
12 PI	 =	 3.141593DC
13 B	 =	 0.56CD-4 VARIABLE
C CHI	 =	 55.4 VARIABLE
14 ANGLE_=	 37.8D0 VARIABLE
15 CIP	 =	 70.000 VAPIABLE
1k AZEN	 =152.000 VARIABLE
17 FREQ
	 =	 21.4003 VARIABLE
lE NMAX -	 119 VARIABLE
19 EDPRE	 =	 2.70D10 VARIABLE
2C CFPRE	 = 9.40DO4 VARjABLE
21 PRMT(1)
	 =	 94000.000 VAPIABLE
22 P R M T (2)
	 =	 64750.CDO	 VARIABLE
23 PRMT(3)	 =-25.CDC VARIABLE
24 VRMT( 4) 	 =	 .COICCDO VAPIABLE
25 LOATA	 =-2`^.CCC VAPIABLE-
26 NDI M 	 =	 A
651
27 REAC(59251	 ED,CF
28 25 FORMAT(11 (1PICD8.2/I,1P908.2/(1P108.2))
C THE FOLLOWING VARIABLES ARE FUNCTIONS OF THE ABOVE 	 INPUT VARIABLES
29 THETA	 =ANGLE*PI/18C.ODC
30 PHI	 =	 DIP	 * PI	 /	 18C.0DO
31 ALPHA	 =	 AZEN*PI/18C.ODC
32 OMEGA =2.ODO* PI	 * FREC
33 K = CMEGA / C
34 CC	 OCOS(THETA)
35 SS	 C'SIN(THETA)
36 OCL =-OCOS(PHI)	 * CCOS(ALPHAI
37 DCM =-DCOS(PHI1
	 * 0SINIALPHAI
38 CCN	 =*CSIN(PHI)
C THE FOLLOWING CARDS ENSURE THE CORRECT VALUES OF OCL_ANQ_QrM,_-_
C THEY ARE NECESSARY BECAUSE OF THE FINITE ACCURACY OF THE COMPUTER.
39 IF(9C.0D0 -	 DIP)92991.S2
40 91 CCL	 =	 C.000
41 DCM =	 C.000
42 92 IF(9C.000 -	 AZEN)S4,S3,S4
43 S3 CCL -	 C.ODO
44 Q4 UNITY = OCL*DCL + CCM*DCM + DCN*DCN 	 CHECK
45 WRITE(6,1)
	
UNITY	 CHECK
46 1 FO RMAT(25X,5HLNI7Y/2OX91P1D1S.10 //) 	 CHECK
C BEGIN CALCULATION CF	 INITIAL SOLUTIONS USING METHOD OF SHEDOY.
47 CALL	 PREFN(M,T	 ,SS,CC,OCL,DCM,DCN,EOPRF,CFPRE,OMEGA,ELECM,
CPERME.E,K,B) 
48 BEE(41	 =1.000+	 M(3931
49 BEE(?)	 =	 SS	 *	 (M(193)	 +	 M13.1)1
50 BEE12)
	 =	 -((	 CC*	 CC)	 +	 M(3,31)	 *(1.ODO+	 Mil,l))	 +	 (M(193)*M(3,111
C+(M(2 1 3)*M(3 9 2)1-I1.ODC+	 M(3,31)*	 l(	 CC*	 CC)	 +	 M(212))
51 BEEIII	 =	 SS*(M(1,2)*M(2,3)	 +	 M1291)*N4392)	 -((	 CC*	 CC)	 +	 M(2,2))
C*(M(1,')	 +	 M(?91)11
52 BEE(51	 =(1.000+	 M(1,1))*((	 CC*	 CC)	 +	 M(2,2)1*((	 CC*	 CC)	 +	 M(3931)
C+M(1.2)*M(2,')*M(?,l)	 +	 M(1.3)*M. (2211*N(3.21	 -M(1.3)*l(	 CC*	 CCI+
CM(2,2))*M(3,1)-(1.CDO+	 M(1,1))*M(2,3)*t+13,21	 -M(1,2)*M(2,1)*((
C	 CC*	 CC)	 +	 M139311
53 BEM	 =	 BEE(3)/(4.ODO*BEE(4))
54 BE(2)
	 =	 BEE(2)/(6.000*BEE(4)l
55 BEM	 = BEE(11/(4.CDC*BEE(4)l
56 BE(4)	 =	 BEE(5)/BEE(4)
57 WRITE(693)	 BE(3),BE(2),BE(1),BE(41
58 3 FORMAT(25X,2FBE/4(20X,1PZD!9.10/)//)
59 HHH =	 BE(2)	 -	 (BE(2)*BE(3))
60 III	 =	 BE(4)	 -(4.000*	 BE(3)	 *_BE(111	 ±_(3.000*	 BED	 *	 BE(2))
61 GGG	 =	 BE(11-(3.000*	 BE(3)	 *	 BE(2))	 +12.000*	 BE131	 *	 BE(31	 *	 BE4311
62 HH	 =	 -	 1II/12.ODO
63 GG = -(GGG *GGG/4.0001-(HHH 	 *	 ((HHH*HHH)	 +(3.!)00* HH	 111
64 P =	 (-GG +CCS9RT((GG*GG)	 +(4.000* HH*HH*HH)))/2.000
65 W(1)	 =(l.ODC,C.0D01
66 W(2)	 =	 DCMPLX(DC0S(2.ODO*PI/3.ODC)--tDSIN(2.000*PT/3.0DC)1___
67 W M	 = DCMPLX(OCOS(4.ODC*PI/3.OD C) ,DSINl4.ODO*P[/3.000))
6P. LP	 =COLOG(P)
69 LPCR	 =	 LP/3.000
70 CRP =CCEXPILPCR)
71 CO	 4 L=193
72 ES(L )	 =	 W(L)
	
* CRP
73 ARE(L)	 = COSORT(ES(L)	 -	 (HH/ES(L1)	 - HHH)
74 4 CONTINUE
C TEST IS	 -2.0*ARE(1)*ARE(2)*ARE(3)/GGG	 =	 1.0?)
75 GSG = GGG
76 IGSG =	 AIMAG(GSG)
77 RGS_G = REAL( GSG)
78 IF(RGSG)6,5,6
79 5 IF(IGSG)6,9,6
80 6 FN	 =	
-2.0*ARE(1)*ARE12)*4RE(3)/GGG
81 WRITE	 (6,71
	 FN
82 7 FORMAT(25X,2FFN/2CX,1P2D19.1C//I
R3 FNS = FN
84 FNR	 = REAL(FNS)
85 _ IF(FNR)8,9,9
•	 P6 8 ARE(ll	 =	 -ARE(1)
87 c CONTINLF
I
52
C	 SOLUTIONS TO THE BCOKER QUARTIC
88 Q11)	 =	 AREl11*ARE(j1+ARE(31 	 —3E13)
89 Q(2)
	
=	 ARE()) —ARE(21 —AREl31	 —BE(3)
90 Q(3)	 =—AREl11'ARE(2) —ARE(3)	 —BE(3)
91 Q(4)	 =—AREl11—ARE(2)+AF=(3)	 —BE(3)
92 WR1TE(69101	 QI1),Q(2),Q(3),Q14)
93 10	 FORMAT(25X,1HQ/4(2CX,IP2019.10/)///)
94 DO	 11 LLL-194 	 CHECK
95 ZERO(LLL)
	 -	 Q(LLL)*QILLLI *QILLLI*Q(LLL)+4.000*BE(3) *QILLLI*QILLLI *CHECK
CQ(LLL)+6.000*BE(2)*Q(LLL)*Q(LLLI+4.000*BE(1)*A(LLL) 	 +	 BE(4)	 CHEf.K
96 11 CONTINUE	 CHECK
97 WRITE(6912)ZERO (1)rZER0l21r1ER01319ZERO(4-1___
	 ._	 CHECK
S8 12	 FORMAT(25X,4F-ZERO/4(20X,1P2019.10/)//) 	 CHECK
99 I	 =	 (C.0DCr1.0001
C	 D SIGNIFIES A DISPERSICN MATRIX ELEMENT
C	 WE CHOOSE	 THE
	
SOLUTIONS	 TC	 THE	 QUARTI C	 EQUAT ION WHICH C_ORRE.SPUNO
C	 TO UPGOING WAVES,
	
THCSE	 WITH	 POSITIVE	 REAL	 AND NEGATIVE	 IMAGINARY PARTS
100
 11 = 1	
_	 —
101 012	 =	 M(1r21
102  C32	 =	 M(3,21
103 D33 -	 I	 CC*	 CC)	 + M(39?)
104	 DO	 1? KK=1.4
105 QSNGLIKKI	 =	 Q(KK)
106 REEL
	 =	 REAL(	 QSNGL(KKI)
107 IMAG	 =	 —AIMAG(
	
QSNGL(KK))
108 [F(.NOT.	 ( 	 _	 IMAG .GT„ 0.011U(__T-1-_
109 QUPIJJ)	 =	 QIKKI
110 011(JJ)	 =1.00C+	 M11.11	 —(Q(1Q(JJ)*QUP(J.11)
111 D13(JJ)	 =	 M(1,3)	 +	 (QUPIJJ)*	 SS)
112
 C311 JJ I	 =	 M(3,_I )	 +__ (QUP(JJ) *	 IS)
113 DELTA(JJ)
	 DI1(JJI*033	 —	 D13(JJ)*D31(JJ)
114 PEEP(JJ)	 =	 1 — C12*033	 + D13(JJ).*U32-UDELTA_(JJ)_
115 TEE(JJI	 QUP(JJI*PEEP(JJ)	 —	 ISS *( —Dll(JJ)*D32	 +	 012*D31(JJI)
CCELTA(JJ))
116 JJ	 =	 JJ	 +	 1	 '
117 13 CONTINUE
119 WRITE(6,14)	 QUP111rQUP12)
119 14	 FORMAT)25X,3FQUP/2(2(X,IP2D19.10/1///)
120 DELT	 =	 (TEE(1)*	 CC	 +	 PEEPIII) *( 	 CC+QUP(2))	 —	 (TEEl21*	 CC	 + PEEP(21
C)*(	 CC+Q()P( 1)1
121 RC(l)	 =	 ((TEE(11*	 CC	 —	 PEEP(1)1*(	 CC	 +	 QUPl21l	 —	 (TEE(2)*	 CC	 —
CPEEPI2))*(
	 CC	 +	 QUPI))))/DELT
122
_
RC(2)	 =-2.000*CC*I:IUP(11 	 —	 CUP 12) 1 MELT
123 RC(3)	 =-2.0D0*CC*(TEE())*PEEPl21	 —	 TEE(2)*PEEP()))/DELT
124 RC141
	 =	 ((TEE(1)*	 CC	 +	 PEEP(l))*(	 CC	 —	 QUP(2))	 —	 ITEE(2)*	 CC	 +
CPEEP(2))*(	 CC	 —	 QLP(1)))/CELT
125 00	 15 NN=1,4
126 II=NN+4
127 kSC(NN)	 =	 RC(NN)
128 RS(NN)=	 REAL(RSCINNI)
129 R(NN)
	 =	 CBLE(RS(NN))
130 RS(II1=	 AIMAG(RSCINNI)
131 R(II)	 =	 CBLE(RS(II))
132 15 CONTINUE_
C	 R(I)=REAL
	
(PARA
	
R	 PARA)	 R(5I	 =	 IMAG(PARA	 R	 PARA)
C	 R(2)=REAL
	
(PARA
	
R	 PERP)	 R161 _=
	
1MAG(PARA R
	
PERP)__
C	 R(3)=REAL
	
(PERP	 R	 PARA)	 R(7)	 =	 I MAGI PERP R PARA)
C	 R(4)=REAL
	 ( PERP	 R	 PERP)	 R(8)	 =	 IMAG(PERP	 R	 PERP)
133 WPITE16940)
	 RC
1 . 3 4 40	 FORMAT (28X,18HINITIAL	 VALUE	 CF _R/4(_NX,1P2D18.10/)1	 CHE K
135 DERR(11	 =	 —lI/2.ODC)*l—T(1,1)+T(4,41—(T(1,4)/CCI+CC*T(4,1)+RC(11*
C(Tilrl)+T(4,4)—(T(l,4)/CC)—CC*7(_4_,11)_±RC(3)*(!7(1,2)/CC)-T(4i2))
C—(T(1,1)+T(4,4)+(7(1,4)/CC)+CC*T14,11)*RC(1)—(—T13,1)—(T(3,4)/CCI)
C*RC(2)—RC(1)*RC(1)*(—T(1,1)+7(4, 4) +('F(1.4)/CC)—CC*T(4.1))—RC(I)*
CRC(2)*( T( 3,1)—(1(3,4)/CC))—RC(1l*kC131*(-1T(1,2)/CCI—T(4,2))—RC(2)
C*RC(3)*(—CC*(T(3,21/CC)))*K
136 OERR12)
	
=—(1/2.OD0)*1(TI1r2)/CCI—T(492)+(T(1r1)+T(4,4)—(T(1,4)/CC)
C—CC*T(4,11)*RC121+11T(lr2)/CC) —T14, 211*RC(4)-1_IT.(le2) /CC ► —T(412))___
C*RC(1)—(CC+lT(3,21/CC))*RC(2)—RC(1)*RC(2)*l—T(1,1)+T(4.4)+(T(1,4)/
CCC)—CC*T(4,1))—RC(2)*RC(2)*lT(3,1)—(T(j,4)/CC))—RC(I)*RCl4)#
	
T_L
C,2)/CC)—T(4,2))—RC12)*PC(4)*(—CC+IT(3,2)/CCI)) *K
i	 f-
i53
137 DERR(3)	 =	 -( I/2.ODC)*lT13,1)-±(T(3,4)/CC)+(-T(3il)+(T(3+4) /CCI*RC
„ C(1)	 +(-CC-(T(392)/CCI)*RC(3) 	-RC131*ITt1,11+T14941+(T(1,4)/CC)+
CCC*T(491))
	
-RC(41*(-T(3,1)-(T( 3,4)/CCI) 	-RC(1)*RC(3)*(-T(1,1)+
CT(4,4)+(T(1,4)/CC)-CC *T149111 	-RC(1)*RC(4)*(T(3,11-(T(3,41/CC))
C-RC(3)*RC(:)*(-(T(1,2)/CCI-T(4.?)) 	 -RC131*RC,(4)*(-CC+(T(3.2)/CC)))
C *K
138 DERR (41 	=	 -(I/2.ODC)*(CC - (T(3,2)/CC)+RC(2)*(-T( 3L1-+ ( T(3,41/CC1I
C+RC(4)*(-CC- IT(3 9 2)/CCI) 	-RC(3)*(-(T(1,21/CCI-T(4,2)) 	 -RC(4)*(CC+
C(T(3,2)/CC))	 -RC(21*RC(3)*(- T(1,1 )+T(4,4)+(T(1,41/CC)-CC*T(4,1))
C-RC(2)*RC(4)*(T(3,1)	 -(T(394)/CC))	 -RC(3)*RC141*(-(T(1,2)/CCI-T(4,
C2))	 -RC(4)*RC(4)*l-CC+(T(392)/CCI) 1 *K
139 WRITE(6933)	 DERR
140 33	 FORMAT(2PX,21HINITIAL	 VALUE	 OF	 DFRR/4(20X	 l P2D18.10/ 1.1_,_-__
141 MAGR(1)
	 =	 0SQRT((R(11**2)
	 +	 (R151 **2)1
142 MAGR(21	 =	 OSQRT((R(2)**2)	 +	 (R(61**2))
143 MAGR(3)	 =	 DSQRT(IR(3)**2)
	 +	 (R(7)**21)
144 MAGR(4)	 =	 DSQRT((R(4)**2)	 +	 (R(B)**2))
145 FAIR(l)	 =	 OATAN(R(5)/R(I))*180.0/PI
146 FAZR(2)	 =	 CATAN(R(6)/R12))*180.0/PI
147 FAZR(3)	 -	 CATAN(R(71/R(3))*180.0/PI
148 FAZR(4)	 =	 DATAN(R(EI/R(411*180.0/PI
149 WRITE(E,16)
150 16	 F0RMATl///25X,32HS7ARTING 	 REFLECTICN C0EFFICIENTS//27X94HMAGR,1tiX,
C4HFALR//)
15 1 WRITE(6,17)MAGR (1) ,FAZR(1),MAGR(2 1,-F-AZR12 ),MAGR_(31 ,FAZR(3),
CMAGR(4),FAZR(4)
152 17	 FORMAT(4(20X,1P20 9. 10/1)
153 RPOLY =	 (((	 RC(1)	 -	 l.CD0)/2.0D0)*((	 RCM	 +	 1.0001/2.0D0)	 -
C(RC(3)/2.000)*(	 RC(21/2.0D011
154 AM(1)	 =	 -(((	 RC(4)	 +	 l.0DO)1(2.0D0	 *	 RPOLY))	 +	 1.0D0)/CC
155 AM(2)	 =	 -	 RC(21/(2.000*RPOLY)
156 AM(3)	 =	 - RC(3)/(2.ODO*RPCLY)
157 AM(4)	 =	 -(((	 RC(I) -	 1.000!/(2.000 * RPOLY))	 - 190001
	 * CC
158 DO	 18 MM=1,4
159 LL=MM + 4
160 AMS(MM)	 =	 AM(MM)	
.
161 YS(MM)	 =	 REAL(AM S()+ M))
162 Y(MM)	 =	 DBLE(YS(MM))
163 YS(LL)	 =	 AIMAG(AMS(MM))
164 YILL)	 =	 CBLE(YS(LL11
165 18 CONTINUE
C Y(1)
	
=REAL	 (All)	 Y(51	 =	 IMAG	 (All)
C Y(2)	 =REAL	 (Al2)_ 	 Y(6)	 =	 IMAG	 (Al2)
C Y(3)	 =REAL	 (A21)	 Y(7I	 =	 IMAG	 (A21)
C Y(41	 =REAL	 (A22)	 Y(8)	 =	 IMAG	 (AM
166 WRITE(69191
167 19	 FORMAT(///3CX,1BHINITIAL	 VALUE	 OF	 Y/27X,5HREALY,14X,5HIMAGY/)
168 WRITE(6,20)
	
AM
169 20	 FORMAT(4(20X,1P2D1 5 .1C/))
170 DERIV(1)
	 =(-I*(T(4,4)*AM(1)	 -T(111)*AM(1)	 +T(491)	 +AM(21*:.M(3) CHECK
C	 -T(1,4)*AM(1)*AMID))*K CHECK
171
_
OERIV(2)	 =(- I *(T(4,4)*AM(2)	 +T(1,21 *AM(21 	-T(4 9 2)	 +AM(2)*AM(4) CHECK
C	 -T(1,4)*AM(1)*AM(2)))*K CHFC K
172 DERIV(3)
	 = l-I *(-T(1,1)*AM(3)	 +T(3 9 4)*AM(l)	 +T(3 9 1)	 +AM(3)*AM W CHECK
C	 -T(1,4)*AM(11*AM(3 1 )) * K	 _ CHECK
173
_
DERIV(4)	 =(- I *(T(1,2)*AM(3)	 +T(3 9 4)*AM(2)	 -T(3,2)	 +AM(4)*AM(4) CHECK
C	 -T(1,41*AM(2)*AM(3))) * K CHECK
174 WRITE(6,221 CHECK
175 22	 FORMAT(///28X,21HINITIAL	 VALUE	 OF	 DERV/24X,8HREALOERY,14X,8HIMAGDFCHECK
CRY/) CHECK
176 WRITE(6,23)
	
CERIV
177 23	 FORMAT(20X,1P2D19.LC/20X,1P2D1 Q .10/20X,1P2019.10/20X,1P2D19.10//) CHECK
C END CALCULATION OF	 INITIAL	 SOLUTIONS._
178 24	 CERY(11	 =	 .125CDC
179 DER Y( 2 )	 =	 . 1250DO
18C CERY(3)	 =	 .125000
181 CERY(4)	 =	 .125000
182 CERY(51	 =	 .125000
1P3 DERY(6)	 =	 .125CDO
1P4 DERY(7)	 =	 .1250DO
1F5 CERY(B1	 =	 .125CDO
C
1C	 ASSOCIATE ALTITUDES WITH ED AND CF DATA POINTS,
	
186	 NMAXI = NMAX + 1
	
187	 CO 32 J=1,NMAXI
	188	 ALT(J) = PRMT(1) + IPRMT131 *(J -111
	
189	 32 CONTINUE
C	 IT MUST BE REMEMBFP,ED THAT THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE X IN THIS
C	 PROGRAM REPRESENTS Z	 OR H , THE ALTITUDE , NOT THE X
C	 CIRECTION, THAT THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE Y REPRESENTS THE
C	 ACMITTmNCE MATRIX A. NOT THE Y DIRECTION. AND THAT Z IS
C	 CFIN)	 / OMEGA, NOT THE Z(OR H OR VERTICAL) DIRECTION.
C	 THIS IS CONFI.SING NOTATICN BUT ELIMINATES THE NECESSITY TO
C	 CHANGE VARIABLE NAMES IN THE DRKGS SUBROUTINE.
C	 THE INTEGRATION IS 57ARTED ARBITRARILY WHERE EX= 100 * ( 1 + WHY)
C	 rI.E.rWELL ABOVE THE HEIGHT CF REFLECTIONS• AND CONTINUES DOWN TO
C	 LFVELS WHERE N < 1 ELECTRCN/CM**3
C	 BEGIN CALCULATICNS CF FINAL SOLUTIUNS.
	
190	 CALL DRKGS (PRMT.Y, DERY,NDIW,IHLF.FCT,OUTP.AUX.ALT, X. TR,11,
CMR, M I # R I CC,OCL rDC (+ ,DC N, WHY, SS,ED,CF, OMEGA, El EC M, PERME rE v K, ZDAT A)
	101	 YPCLYR=-1.0D0 -(CC *Y111) +(Y(41 /CC)+Y(1)*Y(4) -Y(5) *Y(81 -Y(2)*Yl3
Cl +Y(6)*Y(7)
	
192	 YPOLYI= -CC*Y(5) +(Y(8)/CC) _+Y(1)*Y(8) +Y(4)*Y(5) -Y121*Y(7)
C-Y(3)*Y(6)
	
193	 YCENCM = (YPCLYR**2) + (YPCLYI**2)
	
194	 R(1) =(2.CDO * (YPCLYR*l1.ODO-(Y( 4)/CCI)-(Y(B)*YPOLYi/CC))/YDENOM
L)+ l.000
	
195	 R(2)= -2.CDO *(Y(2)*YPCLYR +Y(6)*YPCLYII/YDtNOM
	196	 R(3)= -2.ODU*(Y13)*YPOLYR +Y(7)*YPOLYI)/YDENOM
	
197	 R(4) = (-2.CDO*(YPCLYR*(CC*Y(l) + 1.0DO) + YPOLYI * CC*Y(51)/
CYCENOM) - 1.ODO
	
198	 R(5) = 1-2.0D0*(YPOLYI*(1.000 - (Y(4)/CCI) + YPOLYR*(Y(A)/CC)1/
CYCENCM)
	
199	 R(61=-2.CD0*(- Y(2)*YPOLYI +Y(61*YPCLYR)/YDENOM
	200	 R17)=-2.CDO*(- Y(3)*YPOLYI +Y(7)*YPOLYR)/YDENOM
	 1	 R(8) = 2.ODO*1- YPCLYR*CC*Y(5) + YPOLYI *(CC*Y(l)+1.OD0))/YDENOM
	
202	 DO 46 LA=1,4
	
203	 LO = LA + 4
	
204	 MAGR(LA) = DSQRT(IR(LA)*R(LA)) + (R(LC)*R(LO)I)
	
205	 FAIR(LA) = ICATAN(DABS(R(LO)/R(LA))))*180.0/PI
	
20(	 IF(RfLn) )41.43_,43
	
207	 41 1F(R(LA))42,45,45
	
208	 42 FAZR(LA) = FAZR(LA) + 180.0
	209	 GOTO 46
	
210	 43 IF(RILA))44,46,46
	
211	 44 FAZR(LA) = FAZRILA) + SO.0
	
212	 GO TO 46
	
21?	 45 FAZI %La)	 FAZR(LA) + 270.0
	214	 _ 46 CCN-lNUE
	
21 r,	 WRITE(6,26)
	
216	 26 FORMAT(///7X,lHx,8x,4HI(l LF,7X, 5HREALY,14X,5HIMAGY,I2X,BHREALDERY,
C11X,8HIMAGDERY913X,5HREALR,14X,5HIMAGR/19X,LHN/)
	
217	 WRITE(6,27)X,IHLF,Yf1),Y(5),-DERY(" DERY151,R(1),R15),Y(21iY(6),
CDERY(2:,DERY(6),R(2),R(6),Y13),YI7),DERY(3),DERY(7),R(31,R(7),
CY(4), Y (8),DERY(4),DERY(8),R(4),R(A),N
	
218	 27 FORMAT(lX,1P1D16.1C,13,1P6D18.10/2UX,1P6D18.10/20X,1P601A.10/
C20X, ;P6D1,..10/)20//)
	
219	 WRITE(E928)MAGR(1),FAZR(1),MAGR(2),FAZR12),MAGR131,FAZR13),
CMAGR(4),FAZR(4)
	
220	 26 FORM AT(/////3OX,35HFINAL REF LECTICN COEFFICIENT VALUES//36X,
	
_	 C4HMAGR,18X,4FFAZR:/15x,5H11R1195X,1P2022.10/15X,5H11R +,5X,
C1P2022.1C/15x,5H+ R11,5X,1P2022.10/15X,5H+ R +,5X,LP2D22.1C1
	
221	 29 STOP
	
222	 END
54
f
55
223	 SUBROUTINE PREFN(M.T n SS.CC.QCLOLM,UCN,E0PREaCF PRE .UM EGA, FtE M.
CPERME,E,K,B)
2-24	 L`IMENSION MI 3.3)
C,T14,4)	 CHECK
225	 REAL*9	 SSrCC,OCLrDCM,DCN,EDPRE, CFPRE,OMEGA,ELFCM,PERME,E,K,
CB,EX,wHY,Z
22E	 COMPLEX*16 0+,U,COEFF,1
C,T,UNDER	 CHECK
C	 CALCLLATIUNS ARE
	
DOKE	 IN CCMPLFX NUMBERS,
227 EX =	 EDPRE*E*E/(PERME*ELECM*OMEGA*CMEGAI
_ 228 WHY =-E*8/(OMEGA*ELEC..M)
229 Z = CFPRE/CMEGA
C	 U = UR +	 I	 *	 UI_
230 I	 =	 (C.ODO,I.CD0)
231 U	 =	 1.CDO -	 I	 * Z
232 CUEFF	 =	 - EX /(L*(U*L-wHY*WHY))
233 M(1ri)	 =	 CUEFF*IU*L -OCL*DCL *WHY*WHY)
234 M(1,2)	 = COEFF*(-I*U*DCN*WHY -DCL*DCM*WHY*WHY)
235 M(1,3)	 = CUEFF*(I*L*DCM*WHY -DLL*DCN*WHY*WHY)
236 M12,1)
	
= CUEFF*(I*L*DCK*WHY -DCL*DCM *wHY*WHY)
237 M(292)	 =	 CUEFF*(U*L -	 DCM*DCM*WHY* WHY)
238 M(292)	 =	 CUEFF*(-I*L*DCL*WHY -DCN*DCN*WHY*WHY)
229 M(391) = CUEFF*(-I*L*DCM*WHY -DCL * DCN * WHY*WHY)
240 M(3,2)	 = COEFF*II*L*DCL*WHY -DCM*DCN*WHY*WHY)
241 M(393) = CUEFF*(U*U - CCN*DCN*WHY*WHY)
242 UNDER	 =	 1.000 +	 M (3 9 3) CHECK
243 T(1,1)	 _	 -SS*M(391)/UNDER CHECK
2 1, 4 T(1,2)	 =	 SS*M(392)/UNDER CHECK
2 45 T(112)	 _	 (O.CDC,G.CDO) CHECK
246 T(194)	 _	 ((CC*CC)
	 +	 M(3 9 3))/UNDER CHECK
247 T(2111)	 =	 O.000.O.CDC) CHECK__
248 T(2,2)	 _	 (C.000 9 C.COO) CHECK
249 T(2,3)	 =	 (1.CDO,0.UDC) CHECK
25C f(2.41	 =	 (C.CDO9C.OD01 CHECK
251 T(391)	 _	 (M(2.3)*14(3.1)/UNDER)	 _ M( 2 Al_	 _ CHECK
252 T(392)	 _	 (CC*CC)	 +	 11 (2,2)	 -	 (M(2 9 3)*M(3 9 2)/UNDER) CHECK
253 T(3, 3 )	 _	 ( C. CDO, C. CDC) 	 _  	 _ CHECK
254 T(3r4)	 =	 SS*M(2,3)/UNDER CHECK
255 _	 T(4,1)	 =	 1.000	 +	 14(1,1)	 -	 (M(1,3)*14 (3.1)/UNDER) CHECK
256 T(492)	 =	 (M( 3,2)*M(1,3)/UNDER)	 -	 M(192) CHECK
?_57 T(413)	 _	 (C.CDC,C.ODO) CHECK
258 T(4,4)	 _	 -SS*M(1,2)/UNDER CHECK
259 WRITE(6,41)M(1,1),M(1,2),M(1,3),M(2,1),M(2s21.M12,3),M(3,1), CHECK
CM(3 9 2),M(3,3) CHECK
2tC 41	 FORMAT(40X,lEHM(CCMPLEX 	 CALC. 1/ 3(2X,1P2D1P.1092X,IP2018.1092X, CHECK
C1P2018.10/)) CHECK
261 WRITE(6,42) T( 1,1)rT( _1,2)_,T11+3 1_,T(.1_14)_=T12,1)t_T(212)_ ,T12 L31t_  CHECK
CT(2,4),T(3,1),T(3,2),T(3,3), T( 3,4),T(491),T(4,2),T(4,3),T(4,4) CHECK
262 42	 FL)RMAT(40X t l6HT(CCMPLEX CALC.)/412X,1P2013.5,2X, l P2013.5,2X,  CHECK
C1P2013.5,2X,1P2D13.5/)) CHECK
26? RETURN
264 END
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.344 SUBROUTINE OI.TP	 IX.	 Y. DERY.	 INLF, _KDIM.	 PRMT^ N.R.CC1
345 DIMENSION	 Y(81,	 DERY(P.),	 PRMT(51,
	
RIB)
346 REAL*8	 X,PRMT,Y,DERY,R,YPOLYR,YPOLYI,VDENCM.DABS,CC
C YPCL Y =	 YPOL YR +	 I	 *	 YPOLY I
347 YPOLYR=-1.000 -(CC*V(111	 +(Y(41/CC1+Y(1 ► *Y(4)	 -Y151*Y(8)	 -Y121*Y(3
C)	 +Y160*Y(7)
348 YPOLYI= -CC*Y(5)	 +(Y(81/CC1	 +Y(1)*Y(81	 +Y(41*Y(5)	 -Y12)*Y1TL_
C-Y(3)*Y(6)
+49 YDENOM =	 (YPOLYR**j)
	 +	 (YPOLYI**2)
i50 R(1)	 =(2.CDC	 *	 (YPCLYR*(1.ODO-.(Y(4)/CC)1-(Y(81*YPOLYI/CC1)/YUENUM
Cl*
	 1.000
1 51 R(2)= -2.000*(Y(21*VPCLYR +Y(6)*YPOLYI:/YCENOM
352 R(3)= -29000*(Y(3)*YPOLYR +Y(71*YPULYI)/YDENOM
353 R(4)	 _	 •-2.000*(YPCLYR*(CC*Yll)	 +	 1.000)	 +	 YPOLYI	 * CC*Y(5)1/
CYDENOMJ -	 1.000
354 R(5)	 =	 1-2.000*(YPCLYI*I1.0D0 -	 (Y(41/CC11	 +	 YPULYR*(Y(8)/CC))/
CYDENCM)
355 R161--2.000*(-Y(2)*YPOLYI	 +Y(61*YPOLYR)/YDENOM
356 R(7)=-2.000*(-Y(31*YPCLYI	 +Y(71*YPOLYR)/YDENOM_
357 RIB)	 =	 2.000*I-YPOLYR*CC*Y(5) 	 +	 YPOLYI*(CC*Y(1)+1.0001)/YUENUM
358 8	 WRITE(6,9)X,IHLF,Y(1),Y(5),DERY(1),UERY(51.R(1),R(5),Y121.Y(6). CHECK
COERY(2),DERY(6),R(2) ► R(6),Y(3),Y(7),UERY(3),OERY(7), R (3),R(7), CHECK
CY(4),Y( 8),DEPY(4).DERY(8),R(*.1.R(8),N CHECK
359 9	 FORMAT(1X91PIP16.1C 9 I391P6D18. 10/2OX,1P6D18.10/20X,1P6D18.10/ CHECK
C20X,1P6D18.10/l20//) CHECK_
36C 12 RETURN
361 END
C
................CRKGS002
ORKGS001
C
C....................
URKGS003
C  SUBROUTINE DRKGS DRKGS004_
C DRK GS005
C PLRPOSE DRKGS006
C TO	 SOLVE A	 SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL DRKGS007
C EQUATIONS bITH GIVEN INITIAL VALUES. DRKGSOC8
C DPKGS009
C USAGE ORKGS010
C CALL	 DRKGS	 I FRMT , Y,DERY,NDIM , IHLF,FCT , OUTP , AUX ) DRKGS0ll
C PARAMETERS FCT AND CUTP REQUIRE AN 	 EXTERNAL_ STATEMENT, DRKGS012
C ORKGS013
C DESCRIPTION OF	 PARAMETERS
	
_
DRKGS014
C PRMT	 - DOUBLE PRECISION INPUT AND OUTPUT VECTOR WITH ORKGS015
C DIMENSION GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TC 5. WHICH	 _DRKGS016
C SPECIFIES	 THE	 PARAMETERS OF	 THE	 INTERVAL	 AND OF DRKGS017
C ACCURACY AND WHICH SERVES	 FOR COMMUNICATION	 BETWEENCRKGS018
C OUTPLT	 SUBRUUTINE	 (FURNISHED BY	 THE USER)	 AND DRKGS019
C SUBROUTINE DRKGS.	 EXCEPT PRMT(5)	 THE COMPONENTS DRKGS020
C ARE NOT DESTROYED BY SUBROUTINE DRKGS 	 AND THEY ARE DRKGS021
C PRMT(1)- LOWER BOUND OF 	 THE _INTERVAL	 (INPUT), ORKG S02z_
C PRMT(2)- UPPER	 SCUND OF	 THE	 INTERVAL	 (INPUT), LIRKGS023
C PRMT(3)-	 INITIAL	 INCREM,: NT OF	 THE	 INDEPENDENT	 VARIABLE DRK GS024
C (INPUT), nRKGS025
C PRMT(4)-	 UPPER	 ERROR	 BCLIND	 (INPUT;.	 IF	 ABSOLUTE	 ERROR	 IS L`RKG 0"6
C GREATER	 THAN PRMT(4),	 INCREMENT GETS HALVED. ORKG:;O27
C IF	 INCREMENT	 IS LESS THAN	 PRMT(3)	 AND	 ABSOLUTE DRK9S028
C ERRCR	 LESS THAN PRMT(4)/50,	 INCREMENT	 GETS	 DOUBLED.DRKGS029
C _	 THE USER	 MAY CHANGE	 PRMT(4)	 8Y MEANS OF HIS DRKGS020
C OUTPLT	 SUBROUTINE. DQKGS031
C PRMT(5)- NO	 INPUT PARAMETER.	 SUBROUTINE DRKGS	 INITIALIZES DRKGS032
C PRMT(5)=0.	 IF	 THE	 USER	 WANTS	 TC TERMINATE ORKGSn33
C SUBROUTINE ORKGS	 AT ANY	 OUTPUT	 POINT,	 HE HAS TO DRKC75034
C CHANGE	 PRMT(5)	 TO NON-ZERO	 BY	 MEANS OF SUBROUTINE DRKGS035
C OUTP.	 FURTHER COMPONENTS OF	 VECTOR PRMT ARE D(h:GS036
C FEASIBLE	 IF	 ITS DIMENSION	 IS DEFINED GREATER ORKGS037
C THAN 5. HOWEVER	 SUBROUTINE	 DRKGS DOES NOT REQUIRE DRK5S038
C AND CHANGE	 THEM.	 NEVERTHELESS THEY MAY BE USEFUL_ DRKGS039
C FOR HANDING RESULT VALUES TO THE MAIN PROGRAM DRKGSO40
C (CALLING DRKGS)	 WHICH	 ARE	 OBfAINEC	 BY	 SPECIAL DRKGSO41
C MANIPULATIONS	 WITH	 OUTPUT	 DATA	 IN SUBROUTINE	 OUTP, DRKGSO42,
C Y	 - DOUBLE	 PRECISION	 INPUT	 VECTOR	 OF	 INITIAL	 VALUES DRKGSO43
IOESTROYEO), LATERON Y_1,5__THE RES U LTL NG VECTOR OF CRK G5044
59
C DEPENDENT VARIABLES COMPUTED AT INTERMEDIATE DRKGSO45
C POINTS X. DPKGSO46
C OERY	 - DOUBLE PRECISIOj INPUT VECTOR OF ERROR WEIGHTS DPKGSO47
C (DESTROYED).
	 THE	 SUM OF	 ITS COMPONENTS MUST	 BE DRKGSO48
C EQUAL	 1`0 1.	 LATERON UERY	 IS THE VECTOR OF ORKGSO49
C _	 DERIVATIVES.
	
WHICH BELONG TOF^NGT-iON ,(ALOES Y AT DRKGS050
C INTERMEDIATE POINTS X. DRKGS051
C NOIM	 - AN INPUT VALUE#
	
WHICH SPECIFIES THE NUMBER OF DRKGS052
C EQUATIONS	 IN THE
	 SYSTEM. ORKGS051
G IHLF	 - AN OUTPUT	 VALUE,	 WHICH SPECIFIES THE NUMBER OF DPKGS054
C BISECTIONS OF	 THE
	 INITIAL
	
INCREMENT.	 IF	 IHLF GETS ORKGS055
G GREATER THAN 10. SUBROUTINE DRS RETURNS WITH DRKGS056
C ERROR MESSAGE IHLF-11
	
INTO MAIN PROGRAM. ERROR ORKGS057
C MESSAGE
	 IHLF=12 OR iHL'=13
	
APPEARS
	
IN CAS ORKGSO"
L PRMT(3)=0 OR	 IN CASE	 SIGN(PRMT13)).NE.SIGN(PRMT(21-DRKGS059
C PRM1(1))
	 RESPECTIVELY, ORKGS060
C FCT	 -	 THE	 NAME OF	 AN EXTERNAL SUBROUTINE USED.	 THIS ORKGS061
C SUBROUTINE CCMPUTES THE RIGHT HANC SIDES OERY OF DRKGS062
C THE	 SYSTEM TO GIVEN VALUES X AND Y.	 ITS ^ARAMETER URKGS063
C LIST MUST BE X,YvDERY. SUBF')UINE FCT SHOULD ORKGSOE4
G NOT DESTROY X AND Y. ORKGS065
C OUTP	 -	 THE NAME OF AN EXTERNAL OUTPUT
	 SUBROUTINE USED. DRKGS066
C ITS PARAMETER	 LIST	 MUST	 BE	 X,Y,DERY,IHLF,NDIM,PRMT.DRKGS067
C NONE OF	 THESE
	
PARAMETERS
	 (EXCEPT,	 IF NECESSARY. ORKGS068
C PRMT(4l,PRMTf5)v.o.)
	
SHCULD	 BE CHANGED BY DRKGS069
C SUBROUTINE ('UTP.
	 IF	 PRMT(5)	 IS CHANGED TO NON-ZEROsORKGSQ70
C SUBROUTINE DRKGS
	 IS TERMINATED. DPKGS071
_C AUX	 - DOUBLE PRECISION AUXILIARY	 STORAGE ARRAY	 WITH 8 DRKGS072
C ROWS AND NDIM COLUMNS. DRY.GS073
C  _ DRKGSU74
C REMARKS ORKGS075
C THE PROCEDURE
	
TERMINATES ANO RETURNS TO CALLING PROGRAM,	 IF DRKGS076
C 11)	 MORE	 THAN	 10 BISECTIONS OF	 THE	 INITIAL	 INCREMENT	 ARE PPKGS077
C NECESSARY	 TO GET	 5ATISFACTORY ACCURACY	 (ERPOR MESSAGE DRKGSO78
C IHLF-11), ORKGS079
C ( 2)	 INITIAL_ INCREMENT . I S EQUAL
	
TO 0	 OR HAS WRONG- S-IGN ORKGSOPO
C (ERROR	 MESSAGES IHLF-12 OR IHLF = 13) 9 DRKGS081
C (31	 THE WHOLE
	 INTEGRATION INTERVAL
	 IS WORKED THROUGH.	 _	 DRKGS082
G
C
(4)	 SUBROUTINE OUTP HAS CHANGED PRMT(5) 	 TO NON-ZERO. DRKGS083
OkKGS084
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTICN SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED ORKGS085
C THE EXTERNAL	 SUBROUTINES FCT(X,Y^DERY)
	 AND ORKGS086
C OUTP(X,Y,DERY,IHLF#NDIM,PRMT)	 MUST BE FURNISHED BY THE USER.DRKGS087
c
_	 _ DRKGS088
C MFThOD ORKGS089
C EVALUATION	 IS DONE	 BY MEANS OF FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA DRKGSO-O
C FORMULAE	 IN	 THE MODIFICATION DUE	 TO GILL.	 ACCURACY	 IS DRKGSOSI
C TESTED CCMPARING THE RESULTS OF THE PROCEDURE WITH SINGLE DRKGS092_
C AND DOUBLE	 INCREMENT. DRKGS093
C SUBROUTINE ORKGS AUTCMATICALLY ADJUSTS THE INCREMENT DURING_ GRKGS094
C THE WHOLE COMPUTATION BY HALVING OR DOUBLING. 	 IF MORE THAN ORKGS005
C 10 BISECTIONS GF	 THE	 INCREMENT	 ARE	 NECESSARY	 TO	 GET DRKGS096
C SATISFACTORY ACCURACY, 	 THE	 SUBRCUTINE	 RETURNS	 WITH DRKGS097
C ERROR MESSAGE	 IHLF=11
	
INTO MAIN PROGRAM. DRKGS098
C TO GET FULL FLEXIBILITY IN OUTPUT, 	 AN OUTPUT SUBROUTINE DRKGS099
C MUST BE FURNISHED BY THE 	 USER. QRKGSI00
C FOR	 REFERENCE•
	
SEE DRKGS101
C RALSTON/WILF# MATHEMATICAL	 METHODS FOR DIGITAL	 COMPUTERS# DRKGS102
C WILEY,	 NEW	 YCRK/LONCON,	 1960#
	
PP.110 - 120. ORKGS103
C ORKGS104
C ..................................................................ORKGS105
C ORK GS106
362__ SUBR.GUTINE	 ORKGS(NRMT,Y,DERYjLNDIMs IHLF sFCT,OUTP, AUX,ALT,	 Xs
CTR,TI,MR,MI,R,CC,DCL,DCM,DCN,WHY,SS,ED#CF,OMEGA,ELECM,PERME,E,K,
C	 ZCATA )
C OPKGSIOP
C ORKGS109
363 DIMENSION	 Y18),DERY(8),AUX(898),A(8),B(S)#C(8),PRMT(5),TR1494), DRKGS110
C	 TI(4,4),MR(3,3),MI(3,3),ED(119)	 ,CF(119)	 sALT(120)	 9 R(8)	 __ DRKGSliI
364 REAL*8	 PRMi,	 Y,	 DERY,ALX,	 A,	 B,	 Cr	 X,	 XEND,	 Hr	 AJ,	 BJ,	 CJ, ORKGS112
C	 DELT,	 DABS,	 DCL,	 DCM,	 DCN,	 WHY,	 ED,	 CF,	 SS,	 (:C,
COMEGA,	 PERME,	 E,	 ELECM,TR,TI,R1,R2rMRI M I,R,Kr ALT ,EVL,ZnATA
365 EVE =	 O.ODO
__-i
60
366 u0	 1	 1 = 1,NDIM DRKGS113
367 1 AUX(8,I)- .C 666666111666667D0 *DERY111 DRKGS114
368 X=PRMT(1) DRKGSIIS
369 XENO=PRMT12) DRKGS116
37C H=PkMT13) DRKGS117
371 PRMT15)sO.00 DRKGS118
372 CALL FCTIX,Y,DERV, TR, TI,MR,MI,SS,CC, DCL ,DCM,DCN,ED,CF,OMEGA,DRKGS119
CELECM,PERME,E,K,ALT,PRMT,A,EVEiZDATA)
C DRKGS120
C ERROR	 TEST DPKGS121
373 IF(H*(REND-X)138.37,2 DRKGS122
C ORKGS123
C PREPARATIONS FOR RUNGS-KUTTA METHOD DRKGS124
: 7 4 2 Aft)-.500 DRKGS12S
375
_
A(21=.2928932188134525DO DRKGS126
376 A131=1. 7C71067811E154800 ERKGS127
377 A14)=.166661666666666700 ORKGS128
3 78 8 111-2.DO
	
_ DRK GS129
379 B(21=1.DO ORKGS130
380 8(3)=1.DC DPKGS131
381 8141=2.DO DRKGS132
a 82 C11)-.5DC DRKGS133
383 C(2)=.2928932188134525DO VRKGS134
384 C(3)=1.7071061811 f65_48D0 _ DRKGS135
385 C(4)=.500 DRKGS136
C CRK GS137
C PREPARATIONS OF FIRST RUNGE-KUTTA STEP DRKGS139
386 DU	 3	 I = 1,NUIM DRKGS139_
387 AUX(1,I1=Y111 DRKGS140
388 AUX( 2, 1) = DERY111 DRKGS141_
389
_
AUX( 3, I 1=O.DC DPKGS142
390 3 AUX(6,I) = C.DC DRK	 5143
391 IR. EC=0 DRK GS144
392 H=H+F DRKGS145
393 INLF=-1 ORKGS146
394 ISTEP=0   DRKGS147
395 IEN0=C ORKGS148
OR K GS 149
ORK GS 150
C START OF A RLNGE- KUTTA STEP DRKGS151
396 4 IFI(X+H-RENO)*H)7,6,5 DRKGS152
397 5 H=XEND-X _ ORKGS153
398 6 IEND=1 DPKGS154
C DRKGS155
C RECORDING OF	 INITIAL
	
VALUES OF	 THIS STEP DRKGS156
399 7 IF(PRMT(5))4C,P,4G DRKGS158
400 8 ITEST=O ORKGS159
401 9 I STEP= ISTEP+1 DRK GS160
C
_
DRKGS161
C DRKGS162
C START OF	 INNERMOST RUNGE-KUTTA LOOP DRKGS163
402 J= 1 DRKGS164
403 1C AJ=A(J) DRKGS165
_404 BJ=81J) DRKGS166
405
_	 _
C.;=C (J ) DPKGS16T
406 CO	 11	 1=1 9 NOIM DRK GS168
407 k1=H*OERY(I) DRKGS169
408 R2=AJ*(R1-BJ*AUX(1,I)) DPKGS170
409 Y1I)=Y(I)+P2 DRKGS171
410 R2=R2+R2+R2 DRKGS172
411 11
_
AUX11,1)= AUXII,II+R2 -CJ*R1 DRKGS173
412 IF(J-4)12,15,15  ORKGS174
413 12 J=J+1 ORKGS175
414 IF(J-- ? 113914,13 ORKGSI 76
415 13 X=X>.5C0*H ORKGS177
416 14 CALL	 FCT( X,Y, DERY,TR,TI LMk_,_MI ,SS_,CC t OCLtOCMjpCN i E D .C Fi OMEGA, ORK!'	 7A_
CELECM,PERME,E,K,AI:,PRMT,N,EVE,ZDATA)
417 GOTO	 10 DRKGS179
C ENO OF	 INNERMOST RUNGE-KUTTA LOOP ORKGSIPO
C DRKGS181
C VRKGS162
C TEST 0,	 ACCUR ACY	 _ DRKGS183
418 15 IF(ITEST)lt,1692C ORKGS184
C DRKGSI 85
I
61
C IN CASE	 ITEST =0 THERE	 IS NO POSSIBILITY FOR TESTING OF ACCURACY	 ORKGS186
419 16 DO 17	 I w 1,NDIM ORKGS187
420 17 AUX(4911=Y(I) DRKGSIP8
421 ITEST=1	 _ _	 DRKGS189
• 422 ISTEP=ISTEP+ISTEP-2 ORKGS190
423 10	 1, LF=IHLF+1 ORKGS191
424 X=X-H DRKGS192
425 H=,Su0*H DRKGS193
426 00	 19	 I-1 9 NDIP DRKGS194
' 427 Y(l)=AUX(l,Il DRKGS195
428 DERYIII-AUX12911 DRKGS!96
429 19 AUX16.11-AUX(391) DRKGS197
430 GOTO 9 DPKGS198
DRK GS199C
C IN CASE	 ITES1 = 1 TESTING OF ACCURACY IS POSSIBLE DRKGS?00
431 20 IMO =ISTEP/2	 _  DRKGS201
432 IFIISTEP—IMOC—IM00121923921 DRKGS202
433 21 CALL	 FCTIX,Y,OERY,TR,TI,MR,Mi,SS,CC,DCL,DCM,DCN,ED,CF,OMEGA,DRKGS203
CELECM,PERME,E,K,ALT,PRMT,N,EVE,IDATAI
434 00	 22	 I=1,NDIM DRKGS204
435 AUXI 5 9 1 )=Y1 I 1 ORKGS205
436 22 AUX(7,1) = DERYIII DRKGS206
437
C
GOTO 9 DRKGS207
DRKGS208
C COMPUTATION OF TEST VALUE DELT DRKGS209
438 23 DELT=C.DO ORKGS210
439 DO	 24	 I-I,NO100 DRKGS211
440 24 CELT=DELT+AUX( 8 ,I)*DABS(AUX(4,I) —Y(I)) DRKGS212
441 IF(DELT—PRMT141128 ► 26,25 DRKGS213
C _ DRKGS214
C ERROR	 IS TOO GREAT DRKGS215
442 25 IF11141-F-20)26,36,36 ORKGS216
443 26 00	 27	 I=1,NDIM DRKGS217
444 27 AUX(4,11=ALX(5,I1 _	 DRKGS218
445 ISTEP=ISTEP+ISTEP-4 ORKGS219
446 X=X-H _ DRKGS220
447 IEND=O DRKGS221
448 GOTO	 18 ORKGS22?
C DRKGS223
C RESULT VALUES ARE GOLD	 _ ?RKGS224
449 28 CALL	 FCT(X,Y,DERY,TR,TI9MR,MI9SS,CC,DCL,DCM,DCN,ED,CF90MEGA,"-.KGS225
• CELECM,PERMF,E,K,ALT,PPMT,N,EVE,ZDATA)
450 00	 29	 1= 1,ND IM DRKGS226
451 AUX(19I)=Y(I) DRKGS227
452 AUX(29I)=DERY(I) DRKG5228
453 AUX;3,I)=AUX(6,1)
	 _-_
DRK GS2?9
454 YI I I = AUX( 5 9 1 1 DPKGS230
455 29 OERY(I)=AUX(7,I) _	 DRKGS231
456
_
IF(PRMT(5)140,30,40 DRKGS233
457 " 7 DO	 31	 I = 1,NCIM EIRKGS234
456 Y(I)=AUX(1 ► I) ORKGS235
459 31 DERY(I)=AUX(2,1)
	 _
DRKGS236
46r IREC=IHLF DRKGS23'?
461 1F( IEND)32,32s39 	 _ _	 DRKGS238
C DRKGS239
C INCRiMENT	 CE1S GOUHLED DRKGS240
462 32 IHLF=IHLF-1 DRKGS241
? 463 ISTEP=ISTEP/2
	
_ DRKGS242
464 F=H+H DRKGS243
465 IF( IFLF )4,33,33
	
_ _ DRKGS244
466 33
_
IMOD= ISTEP/2 DRKGS245
467 1F(ISTEP-IMUD-IMOD)4,34,4 DPKGS246
_ 468 34 IF(DELT-.C2DC*PRMT(4))35,35,4 DRKGS1147
469 IHLF = IHLF-1 DR&GS248
470 ISTEP=ISTEP/2 DRKG3249
471 F=H+H DRKGS250
472 GOTO 4 DRKGS?51
C DRK GS2 52
C DRKGS253
_ C RETURNS TO CALLING PROGRAM	 _	 _—  —___^RKGrS2.54
473 36 IHLF = 21 DRKGS255
474 CALL	 FCT(X,Y,DERY,TR,TI, MR.MI,SS,CC,DCL,DCM,DCN,ED,CF, OMEGA, DRKGS256
CEI_ECM,PERMF,E,K,ALT,PRMT,N,EVE,ZDATAI
475 GOTO	 3 0 DRKGS257
476 37 IHLF=12 DRKGS258
G 477 GOTO	 39	 ___________ -	 DRKGS259
t 478 38 IHLF=13 DRKGS260
479 39 CALL	 OUTP(X,Y,DERY,IHLF,NDIM,PRMT,N,R,CC)  _	 DRKGS261
f' 480 40 RETURN DPKGS262
481 ENS DPKGS263
op
s	 _
SENTRY
- - - -	 ----	 --	
UNITY
1.CC000OOOCCD CC
_	 M(CCMPLEX CALC.)
-3.9785391)124D C2 -2.7S679C91C8C C2	 2.1216613366D 02 6.46986083860 01
	 -1.2417872526) 03 -8.81916733250 02
2.122096854 5 D 02 2.3181439S32D 02
	 -1.1160852567D 02 -7.9678289626D 01
	 6.602605510CD 02 4.34478748830 02
-1.24177981CBD 03 -8.5?361C7163D C2
	
6.60274547990 02 4.88184175360 02
	 -3.86205833960 73 -2.70069n9802D 03
T(CCMPLEX CALC.)
- 1.959590-01 1.6C36OD-03 -1.C6761D-C1 -2.81786D-03 -0.0000CD-01 -O.000OOD-01 1.00007D 00 -4.56837D-05
-O.J000OD-01 -C.000OOD-C1 -0.000000-C1 -0.000000-01 1.000OOD 00 0.000000-01 0.000000-01 0.000OOD-01
2.565290-02 -9.463C3D 01 2.C28C4D 00 -9.61541D-01 -0.000OOD-01 -0.000000-0 1 -1.02757D-01 2.90518D-03
2. 4 7780D 00 -9.f,15710-C1 8.42C41D-02 9.46303D 01 0.0000OD-01 O.000OOD-01 -1.58088D-01 -1.43939D-03
BE
9.85116685EOD-02 -4.105234C573D-05
	7.44522787C4D-01
	
3.20542066450-01
-6.1 50 52 55 22 10-C2 _ 2 .563C81836aD-05
	-8.951342981CO 03	 1.5692306167D 00
FN
	
- 1 .00000CC6160 00	 1.12984770430-08
Q
9.7435241374D CO -4.9398453145D-02
	-9.943S38C44CD 00
	 5.1482942608D-02
-1. 4_'_ 212578490-C1 _9. 61015216590 00
4.842C18921S0-02 -9.6120724460D 00
ZERO
1.09C5157833D-03 -3.738574508OD-03
1.C5S686C822D-03 -3.74167835490-03
	1A5113826CCD-03
	 3.39728533000-03
	
1.14926921110-03	 3.39942462320-03
9.743'_241374;' CC -4.93484531450-02
-4.842C18 92 9C -02 -9.61207244600 00
t*
N
J
1
11
L'
INITIAL VALUE OF R
8.69101401920-C1 -1.27092 5 098OD-01
1.0255E21493D-C1 8.2323240644D -02
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